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S£NATOR GERALD R. STOCKMAN (Chairman): I think we ought to 

get started -- since our first" speaker is here -- with the second 

public hearing on Mount Laurel II, the State Development Guide Plan, 

and what, if any, act ion the Administration is taking with regard to 

that plan and its response to the ·Supreme Court decision in Mount 

Laurel II. 

We heard from a number of witnesses at our first hearing, and 

testimony seemed to be ample that there is a need for a Stat..::l planning 

process that will not only revise the Guide Plan for housing purposes, 

but will deal with many other important land use issues. We learned 

that no one seems to be assuming leadership in developing a planning 

process, or at least that was some of the testimony. Today, we are 

going to hear as a lead-off witness, Commissioner John Renna, 

Commissioner of the Department of Community Affairs and, of course, 

historically the Department of Community Affairs designed the original 

Guide Plan, so we thought it would be practical and sensible to hear 

from Commissioner Renna as to what his Department's position is with 

regard to the Guide Plan, and to this decision. He has been very 

cooperative with me in agreeing to come in today 1 and I appreciate 

that. I look forward to hearing from him this morning as our lead-off 

witness. John, wbuld you like to come on up? 

COMMISSIONER JOHN P. RENN A: Mr. Chairman, members 

of the Senate Oversight Committee, thank you for inviting me here this 

morning. This hearing permits us to discuss one of the most nettlesome 

problems that we face, and to exchange ideas on how best to increase 

the opportunities for affordable housing for each and every citizen of 

our State. We are pleased that your Committee has chosen to share in 

this search for a solution. 

In Mount Laurel I I the State Supreme Court, stressing the 

need to provide inexpensive housing in growth areas of the State, 

declared that every person has a constitutional right to decent and 

affordable housing. In that same decision, the court recommended that 

the State Development Guide Plan be revised and used as the basis of a 

State housing policy. According to the court, the Guide Plan could be 

used to indicate which municipalities would be required to provide a 

regional fair share of affordable housing, in addition to the real 
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purpose for which the Plan was originally prepared, which was to serve 

as a guide to . future public investment. 

No one in this room would disagree with the position that 

every person has a right to decent and affordable · housing and that 

discrimination in any form is unacceptable. 

As to the court's proposition that a State Guide Plan can 

serve well for stimulating the construct ion of inexpensive housing, 

however, there are honest and concerned people on both sides of this 

question. Some people, for instance, believe that the State 

Development Guide Plan should be revised and used as a guide for 

municipalities to include low cost housing in their zoning maps. On 

the other hand, others believe that any solution formulated by the 

State government is inadequate; and that, at the very least, 

involvement by local governments is necessary if municipal housing 

obligations are to be in any way set forth. 

While the matter is currently. under careful review, for its 

part the Department has no present plans to revise the State 

Development Guide Plan for use as a basis for a zoning policy on 

housing. This is a purpose chosen by the courts for which the State 

Plan was never intended. 

I wi 11 say, however, that whatever policy is chosen, I am 

confident that the policy will be established with the cooperation of 

local and county governments, as.well as the general public. If the 

Guide Plan is revised, I believe that it should be done through a 

formal process which. ensures participation by county and municipal 

governments and the people. 

At this point, I would like to say something about what the 

Kean Administration has already done to address this serious problem of 

affordable housing. 

Let me begin by pointtng out that the Mount Laurel I I 

decision, and its concern for low and moderate-income housing 

opportunities, is part of a much broader problem. The high cost of 

housing not only hurts the low and moderate-income family, but also 

restricts the housing opportunities of many households above the low 

and moderate-income level as well. People in these households are 

often unable to afford homes in growth areas of the State. 
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It · was with this in mind, the perception of the problem as a 
,. . 

broad one affecting all income groups, that the Kean Administration 

.. undertook numerous steps to improve opportunities for affordable 

housing. 

First among those steps was the establishment of the Office 

of Housing Advocacy within the Department of Community Affairs. This 

move effectively placed all housing functions in one Division.· Within 

thP l.Jst month, this Office conducted two affordable housing 

conferences and, from the recommendations put forth, we will be 

· providing the Administration with a report which I'm sure will become a 
part of our overall policy on housing. 

Certainly, the affordable housing conferences are not all that 

the Office of Housing Advocacy is about. The Office, for instance, i.s 

responsible for undertaking a series of affordable housinq 

demonstrations designed to explore and document cost saving techniques 

and approaches to housing development and construction. I might add 

here that the Department of Community Affairs is already in housing 

demonstration programs that are very promising. One. is in .· Middle 

Township, Cape May County, where the Department has put up money out of 

the Housing De~onstrati6n Program as seed money for a pioject 

containing ten units of modular passive solar housing. It is felt that 

this premanufactured housing will prove to be 25% cheaper than regular 

housing. Another project that we are looking very · closely at is in 

Glassboro, where we are assisting the Housing Authority in becoming a 

private entrepreneur in producing modular housing~ Beyond these, we 

have committed demonstration money to Newark and Camden. 

In addition to the activities of the Office of Housing 

Advocacy mentioned above, this Office is also assigned the following 

responsibilities: (1) to develop model subdivision improvement 

standards .based on sound engineering practices; ( 2) to undertake a 

study of the regulatory process and recommend reforms; (3) to establish 

an affordable housing clearing house which will match municipalities 

with developers who can meet their particular needs; (4) to recommend 

innovative housing finance mechanis~s; and, (5) to provide leadership 

in recognizing 1iew housing trends, i.e., shared housing, congregate 

services, which the Department is al ready involved with, mobile and 

manufactured housing, etc. 
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.As you can see, the Kean Administration took a very impCJrtant 

step when it .. created the Office of Housing ·.Advocacy. We demonstrated 

in concrete terms that we are serious about solving the housing 

dilemma, that we are not going to try to do it by dreaming up abstract 

theories, but rather by being practicalt by doing things that are going 

to work and by tak!ng ·· dvantage of that great spirit of free enterprise 

that abounds in our State and guiding it in the proper direction. 

But, the Office of Housing Advocacy is only a small par,t of 

what the Kean Administration has done to promote affordable housing. 

We have proposed· legislation that will.· m~rge the New Jersey Housing 

Finance Agency and the New Jersey Mortgage Finance Agency. The passage 

of this legislation would increase our ability to develop a fuller 

statewide housing strategy and enable us to better adapt to changing 

Federal housing policy. It will also help the State adjust to modern 

· day housing needs. 

As of today, the legislation h9s passed the·Assembly and is in 

the Senate State Gov·ernment Committee. I hope that you will forgive me 

. if I take this opportunity to urge you to pass this legislation. As 

people concerned about hout>ing, I'm sure you' 11 agree it is very 

necessary. 

Mr. Chairman, members of this Committee, Governor Kean has 

also done something alse which has greatly increased the availability 

of housing tci the people of our State. During his Adrriiriistraion, MFA 

bonds have been issued twice whith preserve the tradition of targeting 

urban areas' while iirnultsh~~u~iY openiii:g up the program to first-time 

homebuyers statewide. . T'h~: fif~f. ,bond issue, totaling $225 million at 

11'6, was extremely st::icc~ssi~l att.d tes'lHted in app·roxirnately 4,500 ==• on ::t:t.~~i?~~j~~!!:"'r..:je::::ns -~~irhaton:: 
home 

was 

will 

res.ult in 3,3UO purchases of e.xisfi''iig ~nd newly constructed homes. I 

didn't have this in my prepared 'Statement, but the interest rate will 

be 10. 55,6 for thirty ye'ars. 

In addition to the bond issues, the Housing Finance Agency 

has also held three bond S•ales since Governor Kean took office, 

resulting in the construction of 650 new rental units fo.r low-income 

people.· 
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Moreover, the Governor has. been extreme! y supportive of our 

Boarding Home Life Saf~ty Improvement Loan Program, the Neighborhood 

Preserv~tion Program and the Home Improvement Program of the. Mortgage 

Finance Agency. 

Despite these efforts, .Mr. Chairman, and they are 

significant, both you and I know that we have a long way to go. The 

problem of housing is not going to be solved easily. _ It will only be 

solved if the Executive Branch, the State Legislature,. municipalities, 

counties~ private enterprise and the public work together in the spirit 

of cooperation. 

I have discussed what the Executive Branch and the 

Legislature have been doing to promote affordable housing, and 

representatives from municipalities, counties, the public and private 

enterprise no doubt will discuss what they perceive to be their role. 

But, I can't stress enough the importance of cooperation 

between the Executive Branch and the Legislature. It is important _for 

the Legislature to join with the Executive Branch in t~king an active 

part in solving this problem. For instante, in addition to passing the 

merger bill, it could look at exempting building materials from sales 

and use taxes, and establishing a bipartisan committee to study 

housing. 

The bottom line is that we have to work together. We all have 

a stake in improving the availability of inexpensive housing in our 

State. 

The Supreme Court, as I indicated above, has recommended that 

the Guide · -Plan be used to determine wh_ich municipalities must 

accommodate a fair share of the regional need for low . and 

moderate-income housing. I feel it is important, in light of this, to 

point out however, that the Department never prepared this plan as a 

means by which low-cost housing would be allocated. In. a word, it was 

not a plan for low.;,;cost housing. Instead, the Department prepared the 

plan primarily for the purpose of guiding where the State government 

should make its investment· in new capital · facilities. Secondary to 

this,· it was· intended to be used as a reference point for counties and 

.municipalitiesin preparing their own master plans. 
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In closing, Mr. Chairman, let me say that we simply must 

produce mbre affordable housing. We must provide people the 

opportunit. y to live in decent and inexpensive housing. The social and 

economic benefits of improvements in this area are enormous and we can 

do it. But, it is going, to require that we respect home tule, elicit 

the participation of local officials and the publict foster partnership 

with the private sector, foster cooperation between the Legislature and 

the Executive Branch,. and rededicate ourselves 

of solving the housing dilemma. Thank you. 

to the overall purpose 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Thank you for that statement, 

Commissioner. If you have no objections, I would like to engage for 

awhile in some give and take discussion on this subject. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Sure. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: As you know, we communicated with each 

other a while back on the subject of this State Guide Plan and what the 

Department's position was in terms of updating it. I don tt want to put 

words in your mouth, but in listening to your statement and following 

it with you, it strikes me that you have essentially shelved the Guide 

Plan. That may be a little harsh, but it seems to me that as bf 

October 1;a,, 1983, nine months after that decision and just a little 

over a year from the deadline for some action on it as set by the 

Supreme Court, January 1, 1985, you are not inclined to update that 

Guide Plan. Is that a fair statement? 

COMMISSlONERRENNAt 

because-,... 

SENAlO~.§\ 

w,tong on that, 

· straight. 

that is a fair statement, Senator, 

.···.a,bhh1 .r· dti not. say you are 

~st. I. would like to get it 

li~e to expound on it a 

little bit. The . •• t ·~,:•:~Rf/present time anyway . that 

there is no need fcii· h~ ·~i!i ;db :ij~y· ;,\:l~Jitiq~ on it is because, and you 

are more aware than l am, b~irig: ari, ~ii•tney, there a•re. thirty cases 

still pending, before the courts., There is an aw,fUl lot of decision 

making that has: to, ccorne ol!Jt 0£ the judicial area,, where the courts must 

tell us, exactly. what they ate talking about. In! other wo,tds, until we 

know what, the rules: of the gariie• are,,. wnl:.tl we know, What areas we have 
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to concentrate on, whether they be regional areas, whether they be 

quotas, whatevf:)r their rules are going to be when they finally make 

decisions on these cases -- until that situation is resolved, there 

really isn't anywhere we can go at this point in improving the plan. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Well, John, I have difficulty with that. 

Let me tell you why, and maybe I have misinterpreted the decision. It 

is a lengthy decision and it is not that simple in some ways, although 

it talks about fundamental fairness and fundamental constitutional 

rights. I thought the court in this decision made it clear there were 

two ways we were going to go. Either we were going to update and use 

the Guide Plan as a guide for this housing development, and the 

development of housing patterns of growth and numbers of houses, or the 

court itself, on a case-by-case basis, was going to get into the 

business of land use, and sort of largely become -- I think the word 

would be a "czar" of sorts in deciding how much housing and where 

housing was going to go in the Princetons, in the Bedminsters, in the 

Mount Laurels, and in other places too. 

My problem with the decision I think you have reached, and I 

am open to persuasion, but my problem is, it seems to me it is not a 

time to wait and see further what the court is going to do before we 

deal with a Guide Plan. I mean, I think one thing hopefully we could 

agree on, is that the court has -- some people say with a masterful 

stroke of genius or, you know, imagination, or whatever, and other 

people say with a complete disregard for what the plan was originally 

meant for -- settled on that Guide Plan as the best plan to use, or the 

instrument to use to see how this growth and development occurs, and 

they have said, "If you don't update it -- if you guys don't update 

it," in effect, or us with you, the Legislature and the Executive 

Branch, the court is going to say, "All right, we are dealing with 

fundamental constitutional rights that we can't overlook, so we will 

deal with it. We' 11 start making land use policy across this State 

from town to town by three Judges, 11 who frankly, in my opinion, and I 

suspect in . yours, are neither designed nor equipped · nor intended to 

have to make 'those kinds of decisions. Do you think I am wrong in 

that? _ You said something about, "Well, .we have to hea:r more from the 

courts and maybe what we hear l'fill persuade us to go back and get into 

an updating of that Guide Plan." I don't understand that. 
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CUMMlSSlClNE'R RENN,A: Well, maybe we' r,e trying fo 'find 'out 

,whi1ch comes first,, the chicken or the egg here. I'i1 'olhet words, ,we 

have a plan now which was never intended to dictate- to any rnunicip,ality 

the quota or what type of ,affordable housing, low-income housing they 

were supposed to put into the growth. areas. It was strictly, ftorn rny 

understanding -- of course I wasn't here when it was made =- hut ftorn 

my understanding, the plan was devised strictly as a guide to the State 

to find dut which areas ,of the State would be for infrastrLJctu:re, for 

transportation improvements, and things of that nature. So, it was 

never intended for housing. 

Now, for the courts to say that they ar1e going to use this 

plan as a guide, they still have to tel 1 us what they are talking 

about. Are they talking about putting 2m6 low-incorne housing in 

Bedminster in South Jersey, in Cape May? Where are they talldx1g 

about? Are they talking about it being a regional approach, or are 

they talking about it being another approach? There are so many 

unanswered questions they have le ft. I agree with you, I don't believe 

anyway that the courts, you know-- trorn what I am told, the first time 

this thing started was in 1970, when the courts started to get involved 

with housing. We are now thirteen years later, and I do not think one 

house has been built because of a court's decision. 

So, that to rne is not really the answer to produeing 

housing. I think what I said in her,e, and what I at least tried to 

convey, is the fact that th.~, d.[ifY, W?iY :-"", maybe not the only way ... - but, 

the best way is not confr8-Kt,~i~n with t.fie courts. lhe best way is to 

sit down to negotiate •. Th~{~~i~i,tut'e has to be involved. Certainly, 

you people have to get invpiV~d \'.'it.h it ff it is going to succeed. The 

municipalities have to ·B,#~1·1,';i,!,~9}'.£AfilE:1r n is going to succeed, so 

we do not have more cont'tod:fii:.110~ an·cj ~1ie litigation on this thing. I 

think the only way it is .going· to be. done is not strictly with this 

guide. I think the fact of th~ fuatter is, we have to Sit down and work 

together with all of the different areas of government, the Executive 

Branch, the Legislative Branch, the rnunicipalities, and even the 

Department of Community Affairs -- sit down and work sornething out that 

is going to be acceptable to all, if it can be done. It is neilt_ going 

to be done by having three judges come o:ut, 1 don't think, Md saying, 

"This has to be done here and this has to be done there." 
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SENATOR STOCKMAN: But, John, you say you do not want 

confrontation with the courts, and I agree, but you seem to acknowledge 

that the courts are about to get into this very business of land use 

determination and decision making on an ad hoc basis. If we don't do 

something with the Guide Plan, aren't we guaranteeing confrontation? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Well, I said from what I know anyway, 

there are thirty cases. They are going to be heard very shortly; I 

would say within the. next six or seven months. That is long before 

1985, which is the deadline they set. When some of these cases are 

solved, or at least heard, and solutions are being proposed, or at 

least comments are being made in these various cases, I think we can 

use these areas to prepare. If at that point the group that I 

mentioned before decides that this is the best way to go, we are 

prepared to do whatever we have to. If we have to update that plan at 

that time, we will do it. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Let me ask you this, John. You have 

emphasized -- and I understand it, and I have seen comment on it -,-

that historically the State Development Guide Plan was not prepared for 

the specific purpose of meeting some directive of the Supreme Court in 

the Mount Laurel case, or any case for that matter. It was rather a 

broad planning instrument intended to try to guide growth and 

development in the State generally, the infrastructure and housing as 

well. Surely the court, the seven Supreme Court Justices who heard 

that case, knew that. I mean, I cannot imagine they were not fully 

sensitive to, and aware of what the circumstances surrounding the birth 

of that Guide Plan were, and yet they made the determination that in 

the context we find ourselves in 1983, that that is the best instrument 

to at least start from. Weren't they saying to us, or don't they say 

to us in Mount Laurel., "It is not a perfect document?" As a matter of 

fact, it is intended to be a Living document which we can develop. 

Isn't it clear that they're saying it's our burden, yours and mine, the 

Executive and Legislative Branches, to help develop that in a way that 

will make it a living, viable, ongoing document in the public interest 

for the citizens of New Jersey as to where we are going in the future? 

What I'm getting at is, I don't see why you quarrel with 

coming to grips with the Guide Plan on the theory that, "Well, the 
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Guide Platt wasn't specifica'.tiy .tnfiended for that purpose Hye or six 

y'eats ag'o'.'' So ,wn'at? ·I m~an, the' court knew that a·nd said; 

''Nevertheless; it is out best fio'pe. It is the best thing we have to 

work with. As a matter of fact, it is, the best thing that eithet the 

Executive or Legislative Branch has given td' us, hisltlt.ically, to work 
With.'' 

COMMlSStdNEff RENNP.i: Okay. l'nY just Saying, Senafot' I think 

tfie'y rrrade that stateme'nt, but t think they_ saidf ''Abse'nt anything. 

eis1e,-" They had nothing' Ellse to go by, so tfiey went by t.nis one pfarh 
They didn't have anytfi<ing, else to hang: their hats on, sa they said,, 

"AIJ'sent an'ything' eJseli "'""" 1 think those are' tne words they put ih their 
statement- .... i•we' wi.:t.l: tise this Guide Pian as a reference.0 I am' not 

_ arguing: the pbint that somethi!n·g: may not have' to be done with tl'te Guide 
Plart. 1 am _ Just· saying, we shOuld at teirst get the input; or at least 

get answers to the ptdble"ms we sttHi haveJ which they have not even 

s:eflt.Ied in the'ir own minds yet, such as qUbt:.as,r such as 

regionahzatidn; such as, other tHin1;fs, They haven't even settled those 
ttti4-ngs in their owfi' minds yet, sc:( how_ can we know what tfiey are 

tHMking: about? 

SENATOR' STOCKM'AN:, Is thete- any d'o8bt-'"" Let rtfe ask it this 

wa,y., I will try tcf ittmost pe'ti0nalize it,, not petsori'a':lite it to 10u:, 

bot perMnaHze H in t:.ne c0ntext of p'l:.1blic discussio'n, and I think 
this is: geod that we' ate having tfi,is public disdussi0r1. Is there any 

do'1.:tbt in' your mind, av . in the minds of the people around' you in your 

Deaprtment, that tfie, St.1preSme ciourt, to, a ma'n """"' I guess it was then to 

a, rn'an, ot fo. a person t;, £~,\,tl!Il be a per'son now ""-.. 

C@MtW(SSIONER RKNNA:: V'~'§i d'on' tt f0'tget the women'. 

SENAH)ll STOC~M'J\'r:.J1{ """'9:&s•it~cf a'nd,, t won' tt lfay ldng.e'd fot, but 

tirge·d the Execut1v·e· .~gd, leg±~£i,ti~~'- Bfaii·dtes t6 update and use the 

Guide' P'1an' in this a-tea.?_ f t1re~n°,' t'ffoy dtdn "t tatk al§out •i' i•Weil, if you 

wan:t. to', the1re's· a1 Gu±de P:itM;' ~'ayfue• ytitr can try that arid see wnat you 
e'an do wHH· it.• lf not; yoru', can' c'time• up with tfi,fs /Yfd•g:ram or that. " 

lsn,'t the thtusf osf the opiHiorYf if ytJ'ui read .it c5Iea1:t:ily,- that tt'l'ey a'fe 

sa,yingr,, "'This Gl:.-::iide P-lan Is• a s1e·ns±b.fe· :i'd1s:f.tument foi usef Bos come to 

g:t'ips w.f.th this: ve•rY di ff.i!eu.H. poHtfa:±a'.1 iss8tf /' and thaf they rea:f fy 
urged tM: A'd'minis·t!;i!"a'li.iidn and< t.li1:f Le•g:is',1a,t1:.rte rn ah just tnat?' Y01J may 
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disagree with me, but that is certainly my interpretation, and I think 

it is the interpretation of a great many people. I think it is the 

interpretation) fur instance, of the State Bar Association, and I think 

that is why at our last session the Bar Association submitted a 

resolution urging that this Guide Plan be updated. I think that is the 

interpretation of the planning community. The professional planners 

association, I think, clearly feels and senses -- and we had some very 

drarnat: c testimony about the need for updating this Guide Plan. So, 

don't you agree with me that that is what the Supreme Court at least 

has urged you to do now? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Let me answer that before you go on to 

the next question. Yes, the Supreme Court said that, but they left 

an opening at the end though, didn't they? They said, "If it is not 

done by" -- in other words, I think there was still some doubt in their 

own minds as to whether or not this was a solution, and they said, "If 

you don't update this plan by January, 1985, we will do it ourselves." 

So, they did not mandate us to do it; they just recommended it. They 

did not mandate it, okay? They just said, "We would recommend that 

this thing be updated, and updated by January 1, 1985. If it is not 

updated by January, the Plan,. for all intents and purposes, will be 

something we will not even depend on anymore, unless we want to use 

parts of it ourselves and make our own decisions with the three 

judges." I think that is what they said too, if I am not mistaken. 

Again, I am not an attorney, and I am not going to try to read the 

legal language into it, but based on my own personal interpretation of 

it, I think that is probably what they were talking about, because they 

have had just as many problems in trying to find out what to do with 

this whole issue as we have here, and you have, and everyone else in 

the Executive Branch has had. They have all had the same problems, I 

think, and we are trying to come up with a solution. But, I think they 

left it open by not mandating it. I think if they really wanted this 

plan to be updated, and if they really felt this was the plan they 

should be working on in the State of New Jersey, they would have put 

that language in there. They would have said, "We mandate that the 

State Development Guide Plan be updated by January 1, 1985." They did 

not do that. I think they did not do it for the reason that they felt 
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· theFe- . might · be areas . in · there which could be worked upon with 

. coopeFation among aU the diJferent ~roups, I mentioned ea·r lier, instead 

of forcing it on somebody·. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN:: Well~ that is an interes~ing, obser~·ation i .. 

frankly,· and I hav.entt hea.rd that argument made directly that they 

didn,'t spec·i fically mandate it. John,, I think, you know,. from a legal 

po&Flt of view, -- while I am a fa.wyer, · I do not profess to have any 

g:reat legal expe.rtise in, the area of land use and development "-- but, 

I. don't th.ink ,the .court could limit, and in effect prohibit the 

lf3gistativ,,e and Executive . Branches from going, in a different direction., ... 

· and· i{ ~hey hacf mand11J;t:ed• a. specific direction. to, the State Oe·velopment · 

Guide· Plan,. .1 think 6leatly it wou~d have been-_ out of line. But, 

ce·rtain1y, arid 1 think you have agreed with me,, t:hey seem to· suggest 

that was the way · to go.. I g:athe,t your· Department, or th.e 
. ' ' 

Admini~tration _ ha-s problems. with that. What alternative plans db you_ 

haV:e, for meeting this deadline? We' re talking about January 1, 1:985 

when th,e court is going to begin --: . according to its own decision --. . . ' . ' . , . 

ta.king into its own harids,, . by these three special · judges, deciding . " . ,' . . . 

t.hes,e_ land us~, cases. What alternate. mechanism· o,r system does the• 

Administrat.ion have in mind, if it has one in mind? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: . Well,, I, am not going to .speak for. the · 

Administration; I t'link they . should have their . own spokesman here. 

·. But,. speaking, for the .. Department, of cour.se--

. SENA TOR STOCKMAN: (interrupting.) I would love the Governor 

to tell us. l hope inaybe· one df these d~ys he ·i:night come in. 

COMMISSIONER ~E:NN·A: :well, okay. I' think' he 'has made some 

statements to the press. Butt as far as the Department goes/ I think 

. we have set our course . here,; Senator. 
'.· .. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: . What· ts the Department cfoing on. that? In 

other words,, what are, you doing,? .. · · 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: On the plan? We're not doing anything 

on the plan. We are not updating: the plan, but .we are doing the things 

I just mentioned. We had two housing conferences, . and in these 

conferences we had enginee-rs, the League of Municipalities,. the League 

. o,f Women Voters,, the Mayo.rs' Conference: -- we had pe·ople from all over 

the State of N·ew Jersey who ,are interested in affordable housing~ We 
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had conferences where these people would sit at round tables and give 

us ideas of what they thought the problems were, and what they thought 

some of the areas of solutions were. We are doing that right now. 

Should the court with the cases that are coming up, come up with some 

sort of answers on some of the cases, there is information that will be 

presented to us very shortly which we can then present to the 

Administration, and at least give them what we feel comes from the 

pub lie, comes from the different areas of the public, like the group I 

just mentioned · to you, to ask the Administration what they think we 

should be doing about it. 

I just think that this requires cooperation, Senator. I do 

not have any problem with trying to work with you in the Legislature to 

attempt to work on this Plan, but I have to be given the proper tools, 

the proper goals, and the proper rules and regulations to play by. 

Once that is given to me, I wil 1 have no problem with updating, or 

doing whatever we have to do with this Plan, even if it is by 1985t 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: But, isn I t it your Department that is 

peculiarly charged with, arguably, coming up with these rules or 

proposed rules and regulations, and a plan of some sort, whether it is 

called a Guide Plan or Housing Plan, or whatever to answer these 

questions? If I understand you, you 're saying that you are holding 

conferences I understand that -- and listening to people at these 

conferences as to what they think about the problem of housing and 

perhaps planning beyond even housing~ But, is it my understanding that 

you are awaiting some further guidance from the court in some of these 

thirty pepding cases as to what direction to go in? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Well, as far as the State Guide Plan is 

concerned I think so, yes. I think as far as the Administration goes, 

we can give them whatever input we're getting from trese groups to let 

them understand what the public is thinking and what they should be 

thinking about, and maybe they could come up with something before this 

date to give us some sort of a guide as to where we're going. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: How . many people in the Department of 

Community Affairs are currently working on a response to Mount Laurel 

II, if any? Qo you have anyone, or any group working on a response to 

the directive of the court in Mount Laurel II? 
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COMMISSIONER HENNA: Well, I don't know exactly what you 

mean. As I said, we have our staff working on these housing 

conferences. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: What staff are you talking about now, just 

to give me some idea? 

COMM I 55 !ONER RENNA: We have the Housing and Development 

group. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: How many people are part of that group, 

John -- roughly? I do not expect you to have the exact number. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I think a half a dozen. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: On the Housing and Development staff? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Right. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Who else? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: We have people in the housing area in 

the Housing Division itself, which is probably another dozen or so. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Are any of these people planners? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Oh, sure they are. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: But, are they working specifically, in any 

way, on Mount Laurel II? 

COMMISSIONEH RENNA: Again, you I re using the word 

"specifically,'' and I don't know what you mean. Are they going to say, 

"This is what we i:1ri::> going to do for Mount Laurel II? 11 I mean, we are 

working on areas which would be incorporated into an eventual solution 

-- I don't know about solution -- but, eventual help for Mount Laurel. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Well, let me put it this way. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: (interrupting) For affordable housing, 

that is what we are talking about. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: All right. Mount Laurel II, I think we 

will agree, was not a routine, run-of-the-mill happening or judicial 

decision. It just wasn't one of hundreds of decisions that the courts 

put out regularly. Most people describe it as a landmark decision, 

perhaps with implications no.t only for New Jersey, but for the whole 

country. So, do you agree with me that it was that kind of a major 

policy-shaping decision by the Judiciary in 'New Jersey, talking about 

fundamental responsibilities of government? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I would say so, yes. 
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SENA TOR STOCKMAN: So, when I ask you, John, · how many people 

in the Department of Community Affairs are working on a response to the 

court's holdihg in Mount Laurel II, maybe I'm not being. clear, but I 

don't know how else to put it, and there may be no one spec_i f icall y 

workihg on it-- Maybe your view is that, "Until the court speaks 

further, we really cannot come to grips with it, makihg a decision 

about the Guide Plan." But, I would th:ink that arguably you would have 

some people essentially assigned to trying to deal with the -

implications of that decision, but I may. be wrong. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: . We are getting information, and I think 

that is essentially working on the Mount Laurel decision. The people I 

gave you, the half a dozen in Housing and Development, the dozen or so 

in the Division of Ho~sfng -- these people are constantly working on 

areas that would be involved in. anything that is being done in the 

Mount Laurel decision. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: But, mlt specifically on Mount Laurel II? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: No. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: All right. The--

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Excuse me. You have to understand too, 

I think, Senator, that we are not only talking about the one item that 

is involved with this whole case wh.en we are talking about the zoning. 

There are other areas that we have to talk about, or at least 1ocik into 

if we are going to have affordable housing. The land use is one, and 

you have the zoriing, the high cost of construction, the interest rates, 

the inflati6n rates, the high cost of land. All of these things are 

going to be part and parcel of any kind of a decision. That is why I 

· said in the very beginning that you will have to have the cooperation 

-of the municipalities in ahy decision that is reached on this, because 

they have to be involved in the use of .land, in the acreage, in the 

cost of land, which will eventually be broken down by the amount of 

units you can put on a piece of property, and things of that nature. 

That is aU going to be part ahd parcel of what I think has to be a 

·. totai response. here. It just can't be on the fact that, "Yes, Mount 

Laurel says you have fo put low-cost housing in an area. 11 That just 

doesn't come by saying it has to be done. 
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SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Commissioner, let me ask you this. Have 

you discussed -- I would think you had -- this question of Mount Laurel 

II and what direction the Administration should go with other cabinet 

members? I'm thinking specifically-- For instance, Joe Rodriguez was 

here at the last session. Have you had any exchanges with him, either 

directly or with you,., top staff, over what the response of your 

Department should be to Mount Laurel II? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Well, we talked briefly on it, but there 

was no in-depth study, no. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Are you aware that Commissioner Rodriguez 

-- and I don't think I misquote him -- but, I think he feels that the 

Guide Plan should be updated. Are you aware of that? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Yes, I have read some of his testimony. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Then, I gather your position is that that 

is just a healthy difference of opinion between two cabinet members on 

that subject. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I think Commissioner Rodriguez has a 

Department that has more calls coming in on that very subject, and I 

think he is basing his opinion on what he hears from some of the calls 

he receives from people who cannot afford housing. We are looking at 

it from the standpoint of planning, because that is what we are 

involved in. We are not involved in the things he is involved in. I 

know the comments he made, and he said that it should be updated. I am 

not going to disagree with what he said; that is what he perceives 

because that is the information he is getting from the calls he is 

receiving. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: How about some other commissioners? For 

instance, Commissioner Hughey . wi 11 be here to testify, and I have yet 

to hear his views formally. bo you know whether Commissioner Hughey 

feels you ought to come to grips with the Guide Plan and update it? 

COMMISSIONER HENNA: I haven't spoken to him about it. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: So, you just don't know what his position 

is? 

COMMISSION EH RENNA: No. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Again, I am not trying to put you on a 

spot -- I guess I am trying to put you on a spot; I' 11 be frank with 
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you. In cabinet sessions, or in other give/take sessions, haven't you 

gotten from Hughey whether or not he feels this P1an should be 

updated? I take it your testimony this morning is, you don't know 

whether he is going to come in here after you and say 9 "I.n rny opinion, 

it is incumbent upon the State of New Jersey to update the Guide Plan." 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: No, I don't know that. He may very well 

say that. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Are there any other cabinet members in the 

Administration who, to your knowledge, feel that the appropriate route 

to go with this Guide Plan is to update it? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Cabinet members? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Yes. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I don't really know, because I have not 

had any contact with any of them who have made that statement to me. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Is there any· healthy dissent within your 

own Department over whether or not you ought to update the Guide Plan 

-- or unhealthy dissent? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: There are discussions pro and con, but I 

think most of it will come right down to the fact that the Plan should 

be left as it is until such time as we get further instructions or 

further information from the courts as to what the rules and 
regulations, and what the ball game is going to be all about. I think 

the basic total bottom line is that we should hold it, and wait. We 

could finally, if we did have to do it, Senator -- if we did have to 

come up with an update or revised plan, or whatever they want to call 

it at the time we are ready to proceed, we'll get it done. Whatever it 

takes to get it done, we' 11 do. 

We are all concerned about the bottom line, which is 

affordable housing. I think whatever has to be done at the right time, 

with the cooperation of everyone else involved, of course -- we will do 

what we have to do to see that we comply with whatever requests or 

whatever comments are made to us. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Commissioner, can you give me, or can you 

conceive, or suggest, any specific things that the court might yet lay 

out or give to you in this area we are talking about, to help you 

follow through in terms of what you racognize to be your responsibility 

to this problem of housing? 
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COMMISSIONER RENNA: Well, one thing they are talking about-

Are they talking about a growth area being a town, or are they talking 

about a growth area being a region? Can an individual build a project 

in one town and come up with a low-cost percentage which will include 
' his buildings in another town? Would they say you have to put in 10% 

for low income, which is 5ma of median, and 1mo for middle income, 

which is 80% of median, or will they say you have to put in 30%, or 

will they say you have to put in 5~6? In other words, I think they have 

· some rules that they haven't even told anyone about, but which they are 

probably thinking about and, from all the comments I read, and from 

attorneys and builders and land use experts, they're saying that until 

such time, everybody is on hold. That is what I think I read in 

yesterday's paper, where they said that everybody is on hold, waiting 

for the courts to come out and give us the guidelines as to where we' re 

going and how to get there. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Speaking for myself, you are looking at 

one legislator who is not "on hold," and I really don't think we can 

afford to be on hold, Commissioner. In fact, what comes to my mind 

immediately is, do you thinv that really it is intended, or that it 

should be that the courts tell the citizens, the people of New Jersey 

what percentage of housing should be for the poor in a particular 

municipality? Do yn•~ think that is the way the design of government is 

meant? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: No, 1;1hd th~t is the reason I say it is 

up to you as legislators to. come i.ri arid wotk with us, and work with the 

towns' to arrive at. sdmefhir,tj1<k~r ore . the courts do this. They are 

going to do it anyway if we doiiil do iL I mean, if we don't--. ,. ' ·, 

SENA TOR STOCKM~N: . (inter_rupting) They are going to do it 

January of 1985. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: But;'-if we don't work together to get it 

done -- I'm talking now about the Legisiature too. If the Legislature 

doesn't move on this, in addition to everybody else -- we can't do this 

alone. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: All right; I agree. I'm beating you 

around, perhaps arguably, or figuratively a little bit here. Let me 

say, and I said it at the last session, and at the risk of having to do 
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some explaining to my colleagues, there have been no great profiles in 

courage written by the Legislature in this area. I will say that the 

Senate did, a few years ago, pass a law dealing with the question of 

allocation of housing units. Whether that was the best answer, or 

whether a bill that app~rently Cary Edwards had at that time that got 

into the mix is the best answer, or whether there is another answer, I 

don't know. But, I agree with you; we have to get into the act. That 

is why these hearings are being held. I am hopeful that the/ will, if 

they are given enough attention and seriousness, begin to force all of 
I 

us, members of the Legislature and of the Executive Branch, to do 

something. But, I come back to the notion that it strikes me that your 

position is there ~eems to be a fundamental conflict in it, because 

I thought you said you are going to wait for the courts to give you 

these answers, to give you further detail, as to what they expect and 

where they are going. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: That is what I. said, and you asked me 

what ideas I was talking about, so I gave you a couple of them. I did 

not say that was the right way for it to go; I just said -- you asked 

me what ideas I was waiting for, and I told you. I think we still have 

to get everybody together, and it has to be done by the Legislature, 

and by the municipalities, and by us, and by the Executive Branch. 

If we can get this thing together, maybe before 1985, we won't need the 

court to tell us what to do. We' 11 do it on our ·own. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Commissioner, are you familiar with the 

proposed bill that was put into the Senate signed by, I believe, 

eighteen members of the Senate, that would effectively put on the 

ballot a question which could, if passed, substantially reverse or 

overrule the Mount Laurel decision? Are you familiar with that 

legislation? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Not very. I have heard about it, but I 

am not that familiar with it. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Okay. I frankly wondered whether your 

Department thought that was a sensible route to go in dealing with 

Mount Laurel. I gather it is not something you have taken a position 

on. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I do not know enough about the bill to 

comment on it. 
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SENATOR STOCKMAN; Okay. · I have been hogging things here, 

and probably should.n't. I have a distingqh:ihed colleague to my left, 

w.hom I am embarr13ssed to say I die:! not have enqugh thought f4lness to . 

.introdt1ce at the l:>eginning of the hearing, t)ut I think everyone knows 

him, hi$ nameplate h, wp there. H!'l is Senator Connors from Ocean 

County, and he has been a fa.ithful attendeEl, so I suspect he may have 

some qwesticms or slJggestions he wo1Jld like tq make. Len, I'm !;lorry. 

SENATOR CONNORS: Th9nk you, Senator Stockman. I think in 

opening this up, Commissioner, and ('lstablishing some kind of dialogue, 

l w.ould like to prefaqe my rnmarks with 9n opinion. I do not believe 

we 9an pwt on a piece of paper fair share housing throughoµt the 

municip9lities in this St1:1te, anc:t say that that i$ going to solve the 

problem. let m(:l give yolJ my reasons why. I am very much disturbed. I 

am a municip;:il official of twenty,..one yea1;s, consecutive years, still 

9nq presently the M9yor of my mqnicipality. But, one of the thirigs 

that frightens me in the Mount LatJrel decision under Chief JusHce 

Wilenti is that (:!very municipality in the State i.s required to provide 

low 9nd, moderi:lte..,,income hous:i,ng, and it even reqqires municipalitie.s to 

subsidiie hotJsing by way of real property tax rEllief. · l think that is 

absoll!tely abominl:ibJ,.e, from my point of view, and I think it would go a 

Jqng way to bring abowt the destruction of the municc:ipalities where 

peop.le are not payir•~ their fair share, 

Let me give you another ppint of view. I ha.ve been a builcler 

all of mY lifo; I had a career in building. l am now retired from th6l 

inqus,try; I h9ve been retir.ed · for the las,t ten years.. I was very 

su.pce$s,ful in it. I !3aw,. in the 1940's, t;he late 1940's i;ind 19,SO's, 

where we were bu:tLr;:ling hou,~.es for $9,000 in Ridgewood, New Jersey. All 

r,ight'? That is a pr~ttY nice IJ!qnicipa.lity. I lived up in that area, 

and w.e bµil t c1. develqpment up there of 429 homes in one section, 1,500 

in Parc1mµs, and thot;;e are real.nii::e' sections. They were all affordable 

housing. 

The point l am trying to bring owt is that tiflles have 

ehc1nged. lnterest· rates hl:lye qhanged., I see, from my point Qf view, 

that $t1:1te <::]Qvernment over th\cl yec1rs. has changed also in its att:i,tuqe 

toward housing, bemE!use bill after bill has b,een passed thro1,1gh thet;;e 

hovsCils of the Legislature that have just pwt abominable restrictions o.n 



the builders themselves. I am not complaining about it.. I got out in 

1973, so I have no. squawk. about the regulations. Most of them came 

since that time. But, I'm talking about some of the regulations that 

have added 10% to 12%, estimated, onto the cost of construction. I 

think a suggestion that might be very good for the State government, 

would be to eliminate the sales tax on building materials, if we ate 

really interested in affordable housing. You hit the nail right on the 

head. 

In my view, the Legislature has helped by passing bill after 

bill which has increased the cost. I can remember not too long ago 

when I could walk into a building. inspector's office, and within 

fifteen minutes walk out with a building permit for a number of homes, 

and pay maybe anywhere from $7. 00 to $15. 00 for the permit. Today, the 

permits are in the hundreds of dollars, and there are all kinds of red 

tape requiring attorneys and all kinds of other people to assist the 

builder or developer in getting those types of permits. 

I am not against making sure that exclusionary zoning is not 

a way of life here in New Jersey, but I don't see the Mount Laurel I 

and the Mount Laurel II decisions, from my point of view, as being the 

answer. I don't think a State Guide Plan is going to be the answer to 

affordable housing, because I think we are .still going to have high 

costs. · · 

So, one of my questions in prefacing my remarks to you this 

morning is, what is affordable housing? What do you think affordable 

housing is, in terms of dollars? What is an affordable price for a 

person of moderate or low income? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: That is a very tough question to 

answer. I think if we are talking about low income, you know, you have 

to talk about the person who is earning 50% of the median income as an 

area, and that is not very high. I do not think. that if someone is 

going to be . involved in purchasing a home with that kind of an income, 

yoi.J are going to be able to have a house for· any more than $35,000 or 

$40,000, if you can get even that high. But, if you talk about the 

median income now, that is, Bm~ of the median income, I think at that 

.point $50,000 and $60,000would probably be a price. The average home 
. . . 

today-..; . I guess you know, you've been in the field too, .. and I have 
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been in building. I built from 19 50 to 1968; then I got out of it and 

went into government. I should have stayed in building, but then I 

went ir;ito purchasing, .and then qv.er to HFA, then into the consL,ilting 

fielc;i pf housing, .and then back into government here. So, 1 got out of 

l:>uHding, but I built for eighteen years, and I agree .with everything 

y,ou s.aid about the ,post of construction in those days. 

The cost of a hous.e today, the average cost of a house in our 

St;ate, is .around $75,000 or $79,000. 

SENA TOR CONNORS: That is pretty much the national average of 

what a home costs~ It is my understanding that around $65,000 is 

nationally wh;:it the average is. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: But, we are a little higher here in our 

State. 

SENA TOR CONNORS: I can understand why we would be because, 

l:!:gain.,_ it wowld bear out the regulations that came forth several years 

bi,ick which have added to it -- which would probably add that 

percentage.~ They are not found in other areas of the country~ What 

9poµt land costs? Whether you regulate land costs to fifty by a 

hpndred lots, or forty by i:i hundred lots, there is still a value to 

l9n<:i, and you are going to have to meet that market demand. I don't 

see how the cqurt can say, other than wh9t they have said, that it must 

be S\Jbsidized by thP rest of the municipality by cutting real taxes. 

That frightens the devil out of me, and I really do not like the 

clirection that is going, arid I am very open· about speaking my mind on 

it• It certainly would appear to me to be socialistic, at least in 

that viewpoint, from the standpoint of cut ti rig real property taxes to 

i;,ne individual, as opposed to ever,yone else in a community. Mind you, 

I am not against the exclusiorial'y zoning -- or, rather I ani for a Guide 

Plan that would prevent exclusionary zoning. 

I think many municipali n·es require, for example, that they 

have houses of 1, 500 square feet, or even more in some cases. I don't 

think that is right, in my viewpoint. I think the court could very 

well-· or the Legislature should, in my opinion~- not the Executive 

Branch, but the Legislature should say that that is wrong, that type of 

exclusionary zoning on the one hand. On the other hand, wh.at are we to 

do? How can we rl::lgulate l.and costs? How can we regulate the cost of 
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the average house in the United States being $65,000, and come up with 

a document or a State Guide Plan that is going to put it down to 

$3 5, 000? I don't see how it can be done, unless we look at the broad 

spectrum of what has caused us to get here, inflation being one thing, 

regulations being another, land costs being another, exclusionary 

zoning costs being another, and putting the whole package together. 

While there are three branches of government, I don't think that is a 

problem for the courts to come out with, nor do I think it is a problem 

necessarily which the Executive Branch of the government should come 

out with, except that it would give some indication and guidance as to 

what they think. 

It · is my personal viewpoint that the "Buck stops here in the 

Legislature. 11 We are the ones who should be doing something about it. 

That is what our Chairman is all about, and that is why he has called 

these hearings together. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: I think the real solution is going to be 

when Senator Connors and I cosponsor a bill in this area to straighten 

the whole subject out. 

SENATOR CONNORS: Well, I'm hopeful that we can. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: That's what we're working on. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: It has to be bipartisan, Senator, if 

this is going to work at all. 

SENATOR CONNORS: Isn't part of the problem, and I don't want 

to put words in your mouth -- but, isn't part of the problem the fact 

that we just don't have enough housing stock, of all kinds, in the 

State? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: That is one of the problems. 

SENATOR CONNORS: I mean, there is no question about the fact 

that people need homes, and yet I've seen as a member of the Senate 

County and Municipal Government Committee, where bills have been 

stalled, they have not been allowed to get to the Senate floor for a 

vote, and they didn't deal specifically with low-cost or 

moderate-income housing. They dealt with the problem of rent control, 

for example, of people putting money up, developers putting money up, 

who want to build apartments that would allow and free up other areas 

of the State in housing stock. You know, one only has to look, in my 
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viewpoint, at the automobile industry,. When we had a recession in the 

country and the automobile market was in a slump and was not producing 

automobiles,, the value of used automobiles went skyrocketing. It werit. 

sky-high; they retained their value. And, that is what I sµggest is 

another facet of this problem. We just do· not hav_e a mix of all kinds 

of housing. Mind you, as I said before, and I want to empn,asize it, I 

do not believe in exclus,iona:ry zoning. I think that is wrong,, and I 

think part of that problem should be rectified in accordance with Mount 

Laurel II. However, I cannot subscribe to the thought that what we 

have to do is start to subsidize municipalities' real estate taxes,. not 

based on value, which to me flies in the face of the Constitution. 

In discussing this with you, Senator Stockman brought up what 

your thoughts are on it and what you are doing about it. Dli:l you concur 

_with some of the thoughts I brought out? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Oh, of course. I think I. mentioned it 

in soine of my comments here. There is no question about the fact that 

you have land costs: which are comp let el y out of . sight. The answer to 

that, of course, is if you had to build a house today on one acre and 

it cost you $50,000 for that acre, you are not going to build an 
. . 

· affo·rdable hou·se. But, if you could put four h.ouses on that acre and 

make them quarter-acre lots, and you paid $50,000 for that acre, now it 

is only about $10 ~0111) for each lot, and you could then cut your hoUse 

costs down when you sell them. That is one of the areas. 

In the other areas;,.. of course;:"" Jf in a zone you have to put 

up a 2,000 square fa()t. .• ;.~~\u~~;::·::~~;rib~r\~:fFs~t that down to 1,200, 1,300 
or 1,400 square feet 111steliid\:qJ, 2iOOQ{ or cut down from a 1; 500 to a 

:~o:.:d a:;1:ra t:::;~;l;i:,:1~:~::ti~ p•: ::: :::: . :;r:,:~;: :~:~ 
we can today. Manufactured ~oµ'$ii'lij:, pfefabs -- these are the answers 

to what we are going to:' hs:v~},,f6>'d6: I~ the future. This ,is not the 

answer to Mount Laurel• of Gb,~i-se, but · this is the only way you are 

going toget an affordable house, as I see it, in the future, and it is 

not going to be dictated, it is going to have to be with the 

cooperation of a town, as you just said. You are an elected officia.l 

in a town. You, as an elected official, are going to have to work with 

the Legislature, with us, and with everyone else involved, to try to 
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come up with some of these solutions regarding the areas where you can 

build a certain size. house, and where you can build a smaller size 

house on that same property, where you can cut down the size of a lot 

to a different size lot to make the houses more affordable. If we do 

not get this cooperation, then you are still going to have the same 

problems you are facing today. Unless we get that done with everyone 

working together, you know, I do not see a solution, whether the courts 

come in or don't come in~ 

If you get a developer who is going to put up a . hundred 

houses -- not very many people put up a hundred houses, but they may 

put up twenty, thirty, forty houses, and you tell them they are going 

to have to put ·up eight or ten of those houses for low and 

moderate-income families, and they have to cut the pr ice of that house 

down maybe $15,000 or $20,000 and pass it on to the other people, you 

are going to get into a problem where people are not going to buy the 

houses at the higher price knowing that the same house is selling next 

door to· them for $20,000 less. That is going to create a bigger 

problem. But, that is what we' re saying here, and that is ·· the 

difficult thing we have to try to address. It is not something you can 

do with a piece of paper, or with a law. It is something where you. 

have to sit down, everyone together, · and work on it, in an attempt to 

see if you can find a solution to it. 

SENATOR CONNORS: I agree with you. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: . There is one area .on which I would like to 

ask you a couple of questions, Co~missioner, if I m~y, because I know 

Commissioner Hughey is available also, and we have spent a long time on 

this give arid take. At our last session, we had a suggestion that the 

State of New Jersey ought to develop a .state Planning Commission. It 

was testimony given by an official from the Regional Plan Association, 

and it was a rather interesting suggestion. It really dovetailed with 

some, I thought, rather remarkable testimony, or at least striking 

testimony, to me, by James Gilbert, who is the former President of the 

. New Jersey F edetation bf Planning Officials, and who spent almost 

fifteen years on the Engl~wood Planning Board. Mr. Gilbert pointed out 

that it seemed to him that.from the point of view of planners, there is 

no one in State government for them to talk to anymore. I'm quoting, 
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he says, "There is nobody for our Organization to talk to anymore.'' He 

went on to point this out, and it goes to a little bit broader question 

than housing, to the general concept of State planning, he said, "I 

would just say parenthetically, that as a businesman, one thing that 

really strikes me about the lack of comprehensive p1anning," by the 

State, "and by comprehensive planning I mean comprehensive, I do not 

mean just the Mount Laurel decision, and I do not mean just local land 

us.e planning -- the thing that strikes me is that we have a State of 

six million people. That is about the same size as Sweden, but we do 

not have a comprehensive planning staff. We do not have one full-time 

comprehensive planner in a State of six million people -- it is just 

unbelievable -- and in a State where from both sides, both parties, I 

am constantly hearing about the need to address economic problems. and 

so forth. It strikes me as odd that when you look at a country like 

Japan, which is giving us fierce competition in every so-called 

business area, they are strong believers. and practicers in planning, in 
I • 

a· real planning process that extends to every part of their country, 

and to every activity." That testimony was given by a gentleman who 

described himself as a longtime Republican, an active supporter of Tom 

Kean.. I wanted to ask you--

COMMISSIONER RENNA: (interrupting) I don't think it is 

accurate, but if that is what he said. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: Well, that is what 1 wanted to ask you. 

Is there a planning entity? The Division of State and Regional 

Planning, I know, has bee.n dissolved and has in some way dovetailed 

into some other part of yout Department, but is. there a planning 

mechanism actively functioning ih terms of trying to develop a planning 

program for the State. of .New Jersey, and, do you think a State Planning 

Commission with that responsibility is a healthy proposal? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Well,· I think first of all, the Planning 
I 

Division,. of course, is not here' today. If you recall, not this year's 

budget, but last year the Legislature itself chopped off about $600,000 

from the Planning. Division, so you cut the Planning Division down to 

practically nothing at that point. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I remember that. 
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COMMISSIONER RENNA: All we did was cut it down to a little 

less, because you couldn't really come up with enough money to have a 

division. The people are still with the Department of Community 

Affairs in a section called Housing and Development. Whether it is 

used as planning or development, it is still the same thing. The 

planners are in that section. So, for a person to make a statement 

that there is no one -- that is not true. Assistant Commissioner 

Willis is in charge of that. He is the head of it, and h<J has the 

planners working under him. So, if anyone wants any information 

regarding planning or anything about it in our State, he can simply 

call my office ~r Commissioner Willis' office and get the information 

he desires. Therefore, the statement he made is not completely true. 

As far as a -- what did he call it? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Well, the Regional Planning Commission is 

talking about a State Planning Commission, perhaps in the Governor's 

office, or as a ~eparate cabinet entity, that would be responsible for 

developing long-range planning for the State, not only for housing, but 

for its infrastructure. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I think we have that, don't we, 

Senator? We have Gary Stein, who is the Governor's person in charge of 

planning in the State of New Jersey. That is his title. 
SENATOR STOCKMAN: Well, let me ask you about that. I've met 

Gary Stein, but 1 don't know him that well. Is it your understanding 

that he, or people associated with him are generating a plan for the 

development of the State,· both in the area we are talking about, 

housing and land use generally, and the infrastructure? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I think that is most of his function, 

yes. I think most of his function is to set goals for the planning of 

the State. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: How does he coordinate his activities with 

your Depadment? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: We are in constant touch with him. His 

title is Director, Office of Policy and Planning; that is the title he 

has, so that is another area this gentleman maybe isn't aware of. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: All right. I know he has been quoted, I 

guess as the key spoke$man for the Governor on the question of the 
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State Guide Plan-- I believe yesterday he was quoted in a major 

article in the Star-Ledger as indicating, and perhaps that is part of 

the basis for your position, but I believe he indicated that he didntt 

feel the courts mandated -- I guess he didn't use that word, but that 

seemed to be the inference of what he was saying, that the Guide Plan 

be updated. Has he been participating with you in reaching this 

decision not to update the Guide Plan? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: Well, we have been discussing it with 

him, yes. He is the top man down there. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Has he, to your knowledge, been discussing 

it w~ th other cabinet members, such as Commissioner Hughey or 

Commissioner Rodriguez? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I would have no way of knowing that; I 

don't know. I think he would probably have closer contact with me, 

because housing in the State of New Jersey is basically in the 

Department of Community Affairs. I think his basic give and take would 

be with us rather than with anyone else, although I'm sure that if 

there are areas like Commissioner Rodriguez's or other areas of 

government where they have some part in this overall phase, I'm sure. he 

probably would be in touch with them. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Are you aware, Commissioner, of any 

planning instrument or any document that he is either working on or has 

developed along these lines for long-range' planning for the growth and 

development of the State of New Jersey? 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: . Are you talking about hciusi.ng or 

anything? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: 86th housing and infrastructure, or other 

development. 

COMMISSIONER RENNA: I don't know the exact items, but I'm 

sure he has; I'm sure he has. The infrastructure bank was developed 

between the Governor's office, Gary Stein, Ken Biederman and I guess 

Bob Hughey, so they are all part and parcel of it. That is part of a 

plan right there, and I'm sure he has other plans. That is his title, 

Office of Policy and Planning, and most of the policy and planning, and 

growth in the St.ate, or things in the State will go through Gary 

Stein's office. 
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SENA TOR STOCKMAN: I guess he is the man we should hear from 

sooner or later. Thank you.very much; Commissioner. I appreciate your 

coming. 

SENATOR CONNORS: Mr. Chairman? 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I Im sorry' Senator Connors. Please go 

ahead. 

SENATOR CONNORS: Really, Senator Stockman, this is directed 

toward you as Chairman of this Committee. I hope that the Oversight 

Committee after reviewing this, will make some recommendation to the 

Legislature -- that after hearing · from the cabinet officials and 

various people from the housing industry about what the problem is, we 

will come up with some solid recommendations. One thing, it is good to 

always look back, and you have heard me do that spiel. You have to 

know where you came from in order to know where you are now and where 

you are going. I am hopeful we will do this in that spirit, rather 

than trying to chastise any one branch of government one way or the 

other. 1 accept, as a member of the Legislature, at least from my 

point of view, . that the Legislature should be doing this, not the 

courts and not the Executive Branch of government. Guidance · should be 

put forth for a Guide Plan that is acceptable to the courts, and one 

which will do something for housing here in New Jersey. 

But you know, there is an old saying that when you subsidize 

something you get more of it, and when you tax. something you get less 

of it. .I think we have taxed the housing industry, . but not from the 

standpoint of the dollar tax. From my point of view, having been in 

the industry~ I think we have taxed this industry just terribly w{th 
. . 

all the rules . and regulations that have come down over the years. We 

have. to take a look at those rules and regulations. The Commissioner 

hit on this. Although the issue here is not zoning per se, that is one 

facet of it. The issue here is affordable housing. How do we bring 

hoLJsing costs .down? U it is subsidization, please do not make it 

the respon!:libility of the local municipality to subsidize affordable 

housing. It is the responsibility of every· citizen iil this State• to 

see to it. that people with moderate or low incomes get a place of 

.shelter-. . I think that is what our target should be, ncit to say, "Well, , 

• this municipality, because it does have and has had exclusionary 



zoning, now we will stick some people in there and force them through 

real e<State taxes to pick up the burden." The burden s.hould be. shared 

by everyone in this State, in my view. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN:. Len, I agree, and that is why I tend to 

thirilk we sho,uld be concurrently talking about tax reform, particularly 

property tax reform, when we take up the subject of Mount Laurel II. 

As to your suggestion that this Committee come up with some speci fie 

legislative proposals,. I absolutely agre.e with you. I hope we do. I 

certainly am going to be talking. to you and to other Committee members 

about doing that. I think it is going to be tough, but I hope we can 

do it after we hear from some other corners,. so to speak, on this tough 

issue. 

As. to the fact that it is primarily our responsibility and 

not the Governor's, I have to say this and, again, I want to be careful 

in my choice of words because I don't want it to sound c.ritical or too 

partisan, or whatever. But, I have been in the Legislature for a few 

years now, and it has come to my awareness, at least in my own 

experience, that we are people of very limited staff. I have one 

full-time staff person, who is spread across from ''All to "Z" in terms 

of responsibilities for me. Now, maybe that is my peculiar prnblem, 

b.1:.1t it strikes me that as legislators, while we have some tough 

decisions to make,, WP need help. In major legislative action, in major 

policy setting by legislative action, my experience tells me that 

rarely rarely _..; does something substantial come strictly out of the 

he.ad and shoulders and body of a legislator with other legislators 

joining in, as apposed to a shared appreciation of recognition by the 

Administration, by the Governor, who has to sign the bill to make it 

law. Yo.u know,. and l know, that nothing. in this area is going to 

become law unless. Tom Kean signs it. We , don't have the one-sided 

control of the Legislature to even' remotely think about that. So, I 

concur that it has to be bipartisan, but my point is, I think we need a 

lot of help, and I candidly admit it. I need a lot of help from the 

Department of Community Affairs, if I am going to participate as a 

cosponsor in legislation that is. going to have any impact in this area,, 

whether it is in tax reform or land use reform, because I don't think 

we, you know,, with our limited resources -- we hav,e to make the final 
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tough decision when . it gets there, when we are on the floor of the 

Legislat,ure. But, in terms of. shaping and designing, I don't think we 

can say it ought to come from the Legislature. It has to come 

jointly, so maybe we are not that much in disagreement. I look forward 

to taking a shot at doing just that. 

SENATOR CONNORS: Getting back to what we were talking about, 

if in your opinion in the twenty-one months that the Executive has been 

in the Governor's chair and the Administratiqri has been in the form of 

Governor Kean, they have done nothing, or done little, the Legislature 

shares an equal responsibility. In twenty-one months we have done 

nothing. All right? What I'm saying is, I think there are bills, and 

· I've seen them come across my desk as well as yours, and I've seen you, 

and you've seen me vote on them, that establish various commissions of 

the Legislature to study the problem and get down to the nitty-gritty. 

We could talk about this ad infinitum, with nothing being done. I am 

hopeful, and I know you share the concerns I do, that we do form some 

kind of commission. Now, if the Executive Branch of government in the 

view of some is not doing anything about this, that is one thing. I 

don't want the courts to do anything about it, because I don't like the 

decision that has been handed down. I think it is a totally Linf air way 

o.f ·treating. the problem. I think we have to address the problem from 

the broad aspects that have been discussed here this morning. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: As shabby a performance, arguably, as our 

colleagues -- and we ha~e to, I guess, join in -- have done, I will 

point put, Len, that one thing which was done, was that the Senate did 

p~ss a resolution directing this Committee to get into the very 

subject, as tough as it is, that we are into. At least to me, I'm .. 

taking that as a commitment by the Senate of the State of New Jersey 

to listen to what is happening here figuratively -- if. the media finds. 

it of enough significance to report on it -- and to be attentive to any 

recommendations. and proposals we make in this area. I, for one, join 

with you in saying, "I'm not about a fool's errand as I sit through 

this hearing today." There are other places I could be; there are 

other things I could be doing. So, I intend to try to make something 

come out of these Committee hearings • 

. COMMISSIONER RENNA: I think you will. 
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SENAlOR CONNORS: Gerry, 1 give way to your experience. I am 

ibr-and 'hew, twenty-one months; this is my seco·nd Oversight ':Commilte·e 

hearing. I do not mean this as a criticisrn, but I sat thtt:JUgh the :last 

Oversight co·mmittee hearing and saw no ·recommeRdatibn come out df it, 

'nothing,. All right? l do not want 'tb sit and waste my time, a11q waste 

the ttme of all these -ther i'ndividual's, withotft -doing something about 

J_!t,, :~rid btilng'ing it to the attention o'f the tegisia'bfte. 

StNMOR STOCKMAN:: 'Len, if yon1're talking about the hearings 

'tih Hope C;reek, you're right. The're were no specific recommendatic:n1s, 

but my instincts tel1 me 'from what foHowed .. ~ and others will have to 

mak:e tihiS judgment ~~ that out o:t triose hearings did come some added 

sen·scitlvi'ty and conce::rn by the Board of Public Utilities, by 'the 

ewe·ctric power -companies and by the :Public Advocate on what was 

·devel0pi1ng there, what will develop there. So, I agree that there were 

int) concrete legislative proposals that ica'h be specifically traced to 

t!hose heatings, but I am hoperul that in !this area that will not be . • 

brl!le-. 

Thank you ve:ry mwch, Commissioner. 

tOMMl'SSfONtR RENNA; Thank ydt:J. 

StNAr•R STOCKMAN: I see you are followed by 'a more casual, 

'bU:Jt 'equally prestigious member ·of the Administration., tommissioner 

Hughey. 'Good mi"l"'1h,':J, 'CommiS'Sione:r. 

t:0MMl5S,l'0NER HUGHEY: Good morning, Senator. 

StNAt'©R Slbt1KMAN: 1 weJ/come you on behalf :of S'enato:r Connors 

ahd 'myself and t:h'e Senate Legislativ'e 0yersigt-it Committee. I 

a"pp,r•ecia'te your cdoperation in being willing to 'tome in 'here anti 'talk 
to us ab:out this very chaHe11ging subj>'ect. 

iC :o ;M 'M I :s S I 'CJ N rt 'R R :o 'iB ·,£ 'R. T .[£.. fl 0 G 1ft ft ¥: Thank you. We 

have discussed this in very minute deitail , and [ 'm sure this is j ul:it 

one 'Of many discussions we :are go"ihg to have on the State Development 

Gt:iide .'plan and Mount 'LauTBl n . 
Let me start t>ut wifh a quick 6bservation. I t'htrik something 

has be-en done in the last 'twenty..:one 'rnonths.. I doA 't 'chink aRy,one is 

finished doing things, ana I think, as 1 wall say 0whe·n 1 condlude 'triY 

cdnve::tsati'on with you today,, I think rt is "clear to me th0a't everybody 

is going to play a ,role.. When 1 say everyb0dy,, I mea'n the 



municipalities, the counties and the regional planning associations we 

have set up for 201 and 208. I think the State clearly has a role to 

play, and I think part of that rests with my Department and part of it 

rests with, not my Department, but probably ~nother, and I think part 

of it rests with the legislature. So, I think we have a shared 

responsibility. I do not look at it as a negative; I think it is an 

opportunity for the State of New Jersey. 

First, I think it is clear to anyone who has read Mount / 

Laurel II, and I have, and Mount Laurel I, that the decision clearly 

says that the State and DEP do have a role to play. It is a 

reaffirmation of a doctrine of the court that land use agencies -- and 

land use agencies include a lot of people -- must provide a realistic 

opportunity for low and moderate-income housing. I would categorize 

Mount Laurel II, perhaps because I am a planner by profession, as a 

planner's decision, as opposed to Mount Laurel I, which I thought was 

pretty much a lawyer's decision. I think it is a natural and logical 

progression of the Mount laurel I decision. 

The decision requires something from everybody who is 

involved in the planning process. It requires something from local 

government, from county and regional authorities and from all branches 

of State government. Dnl y the court's role in Mount Laurel II is 

pretty well specified. · The rest of us have to determine our role over 

the course of, probably, the next year. 

Let me concentrate first on DEP's role, first because that is 

the one I am supposed to know something about, and then merely allude, 

as I will, to some of the roles I see being played by both the 

Legislature and the Administration. I should add before defining the 

role that we have not defined DEP 's role by ourse1 ves. Actually, 

before Mount Laurel II became reality, I set up a group of planners, 

statewide planners, from local communities and from the academic 

community, and we meet with them monthly, not just to articulate our 

role in Mount Laurel I I, which, of course, we couldn't predetermine, 

but to int~grate planning that is being done in the Department with the 

needs of the local communities. It is through them that we have tried 

to articulate our role as a Department. I think our role relates to 

s9mething that you just said, Senator,. which is that somebody must 
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provide the staffing required to do intelligent planning in the State 

o,f New J,ersey, and, in many respects, DEP 1 s role is just· that. We 

provide the staffing, I think to the benefit of local communities, and 

morn and more to the benefit . of counties, and to the benefit of the 

State. 

Having clone many environmentally-based master plani:, for 

communities before I joined the State, I would categorize what we are 

doing here as providing the layers that really go into constructing 

environmentally-based master plans. The court in Mount Laurel II made 

two distinctions. They talked about the need to have low and 

moderate-income housing, and they also talked about the need to 

recognize environmental constraints. Planners regard that as a mapping 

process which we would call a mapping of constraints and a mapping of 

opportunities, and that is what DEP does. We are, and have been 

working on a series of tools which I think w.il l lead us to a product 

that will help local communities and counties to better identify 

limited growth in conservation areas, consistent with environmEmtal 

policies of the State of New Jersey. 

We have done a numb'3r of things in the last year to move that 

forward, and I think we will be in very good shape within the next 

year. First, we are providing for the first time the development of 

good base maps on e .,tatewide basis. That is our G IS system, which is 

a computerized system for providing data base maps for communities and 

counties, which may then be available at a number of scales in order to 

look at both constraints and opportunities -- constraints most properly 

in this case, watersheds, etc. That mapping process has been a very 

sophisticated one to develop. The Department now has it available and 

we are refining it. Of course, we would welcome the Legislature taking 

a look at it, because I think it has application for a number of things 

in the State. 

Secondly, the State has developed a statewide solid waste 

management plan. It is not the most comfortable part of any one of my 

days, but it is a very necessary part of what this State does and what 

we have to do in the future in order to move forward on solid waste. 

The availability of potential solid waste disposal sites has to be 

defined as a contributing factor to both Mount Laurel and other land 

use decisions. 



Third, OEP is preparing a statewide water quality management 

plan, which will knit together and make clear the implications of very 

wide water quality plans prepared by DEP and by designated agencies. 

Fourth, we are preparing, on a pilot basis, an environmental 

inventory of key spacial data from major DEP programs on USGS 

quadrangles. This mapping reduction project is currently using 

Monmouth County as a pilot project. 

Fifth, a State Mapping Advisory Committee should have, and 

does have now, an operational map and photography index for the Summer 

of 1983, which was done on time, which increases the availability of 

spacial data both to the State and to the communities; 

Sixth, the Division of Water Resources is preparing an 

accurate statewide map showing sewage and water supply service areas, 

and I will get back to that because I think it is one of the roles we 

share. 

Seventh, the Division of Water Resources is implementing the 

adopted statewide water master plan. Those efforts include a number of 

feasibility studies being undertakel[l by NJIT and others to develop 

yield analysis which will implement the water supply plan moved forward 

by the Legislature in 1981. It is one of the most aggressive programs 

in the Northeast. 

Eighth, or ninth, or tenth, are all the other base maps that 

are now being conducted as a part of what the Department does, or will 

do in the future, including those that are in, but not of the 

Department. That would include the Pinelands, and would also include, 

I think probably more important on my day-to-day basis, the Hazardous 

Waste Sighting Commission. 

The Department has, and will continue to work with the 

Governor, the Legislature and the Congress, talking about 

infrastructure, and let me dwell on this for just a minute. As a 

planner, I can tell you that we can do the best base work in the 

world. We can develop maps that show every constraint, and we can 

develop maps that show every opportunity in terms of growth or 

potential growth. But we all know, and it has become a very pop phase 

this year -- but it is more than pop -- that infrastructure is a 

necessary ingredient. I think we are going to see, as you get into 
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your hearings and. as . I ,get into my business this year which is to. 

·e·nf or·ce the Clean Walter. Act,· that the things we have been saying for 

eighteen months, . or most properly the things I hav:e been saying with 

regard to ihfrastructure, really have to be dealt with. 'We cannot 

ac1cept the. program that says we can fund seven, to etght, to nine 

sewage constructiori pr-- jects in this State, . le·ave out in the ·cold 228 

:projects, :and then expect those comlnunities to develop a proper ;Guide 

Plan for themselves or to ·ex·ercise ;one developed by the State. 

As I start to implement the pa:cts of the Clean Water Act, and 

:as GO'illmunities begin to realize that by 19!86 they have to have their 

pr,oj,ects underway, I think. both I, and the Legislature· in this case, 

are g'oing to find increased pressure to deal with the problem in some 

appropriate way, with some basic fairness, and without any partisan 

e'fforts. 

Within the :Department what we have been doing, is 'taking all. 

the base 'maps we have developed as a part of our ongoing busine:s·s, and 

i 1nt.egrating those base maps to provide the ha'Se for the next phase. [n 

addition t'o. that, we have be'en developing .overall strategies cm things 

• like ocean dumpih'CJ; which ~ertainly 'has · to be consider,ed i:m any 

planning doctJment, and wetlands prote:ction strategies, ,both inland 

wetland's ,and salt water wetlands,. The ·c-ourse ,o'f all this is that we 

ide'ntify bo'th deve10>abJ:e and undevelopa'ble 1ancl. 

Under Mount Laurel II, a municipality 'must take three sbe;ps, 

realty, to determine their share 1of the ':r'e'gional low .'ot •moderat:e-income 
1hol~s::i:ng. These ar,e: (1) to identify the .. 're1'evant region; (2} to 

determine its present .and pro·specti:ve .· housing needs; and, 0) to 

'allocate '.thos'e ,needs to the mwnicipality.. The D'Ef> r,ole in :each step 
' . ' 

varies. first, we have, I 'think, and I Just articulated it, a maj,or 

,:t'oi:e in terms o:f identifying the relevant region,. In its decision, l:he 

court suggested that existing sra<tewiide. growth plans,, such . as .the 

Ooastal Management 1Pr·ogram, and the Pineil.ands Comprehensive Plt!iri, 

!devefoped by DE1P,, may help in determining appropri,abe ,growth re'gians. 

Th~ next 'Sbep really . i'r'IV'Olves two tiomp01i1e11ts, and I t'hii:nk i'n 

some ·cases we 'c,an assist i'n bt:,th ,of :these. first, you ha:'if,e · it@ identif'y 

Y,Ol!lt 'envfronm.ental :coMtr aints, and 'then ybu !have t0 . identify your 

.ade:quate infrastructur~, 'Or your ability lo ptr·mvide adequate 
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infrastructure, which is going to impact directly on low and 

moderate-income availability. 

The second thing a municipality has to do is determine 

housing needs, and the third thing is, it must determine its local 

share of the regional housing need. I think this really is where we 

are going to have to decide what the State's role is, to the extent 

that we have really not done much this year. This is where we really 

haven't done much. But, I think we can, and I think the base data we 

have been preparing this year is fundamental to being able to take a 

position, either second or third to the municipality's responsibility. 

An offshoot of the planning group I have been meeting wit;h, 

and I know you are aware of it because you and I visit with the same 

planners, is that the planners in New Jersey have formed an ad hoc 

committee to develop a position on Mqunt Laurel II and to develop some 

alternatives to the future, which will probably result in some needs 

for legislation. I would suggest to you, not because I happen to think 

planners are infallible, but because I think it is a good place to 

start for the Legislature and probably for this Committee, that you 

take those alternatives and discuss them as they apply to local 

communities and counties. Too often, we react to decisions like this 

at the State level by presuming that we have the intelligence to help 

local communities more than they sometimes want to be helped. I think 

what is instructive about this ad hoc committee is that they formed 

themselves, and they want to be a part of the legislative process. I 

think if we are going to be successful in implementing Mount Laurel II, 

that kind of assistance and cooperation is going to be fundamental. 

In conclusion, I think DEP plays a role and I think we 

certainly are not finished playing that role. I think the new office 

created with Gene Schneider from the County and Municipal Government 

Study Commission is indicative of our ability to look at planhing and 

to consolidate planning options, and I think the Legislature will play 

a role before we are through. That role could be varied. Certainly, 

it will have something to do with infrastructure. It will probably 

tell or articulate to some extent the State's roles in dealing with a 

community, and that is not unlike the other management plans we have 

put into effect in this State. 
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Thirdly, I think the Legislature and the Governor both have 

to address the role of infrastructure development, both water supply 

and sewage, c1nd the cost of doing that. I would add to that, the cost 

. of doing almost everything I deal with. . Good environmental planning 

costs money. Good land fills cost money. Resource recovery costs 

money. I don't think that need impact negatively. There is something 

you always wrestle with irt terms of planning if you work for local 

communities, which we have wrestled with in· the State, probably 

unsuccessfully~ Everyone believes there is an inherent conflict 

between. providing low and moderate-income housing and providing housing 

which is attractive and which has the needed infrastructure. That is 

not true. What is required is a long-range plan, a good master p.lan, 

and a consistent walk forward in terms of realizing that plan. 

It has occurred to rne in the development of public policy, 

that that is one of the things we do not do very well. There are very 

few i terns in the State, and housing and Mount Laurel I I certainly has 

to be one of them, where we make commitments to the future. I know 

that this Legislature, just as the Congress, is frequently in a 

position where they do not W8nt to commit the next Legislature, and the 

Governor doesn't want to commit the next Governor; but when you get 

into major issues in the environmental arena, or in the housing arena, 

or in the toxic ::mrl hazarous waste arena, there is an obligation to 

commit the future, because programs do not begin and end in two years; 

they do not begin and end in four years, they do not begin and end in· 

eight years. They begin and end in twenty years, maybe. 

So, I think we are going to see a lot of action this year. I 

think there is reason to be very optimistic about that action. I think 

the kind of things we' re doing in terms of integratfog planning have 

already been of benefit to the counties we deal with, and have led to a 

cooperative spirit. I think tney will provide the base for the 

Legislature and the Governor to make bigger decisions on how do we help 

with the numbers, and how do we help with the allocation of regional 

shares, which I must say is not, I don't think, DEP's role, but it wiU 

necessarily become a State-supervised role if we do not make progress 

in the absence of the State. 

I do not have a written statement, but that concludes my 

remarks. 
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SENATOR STOCKMAN: Thank you very much; you did very well 

without one. As a matter of fact, you didn't even mention the State 

Development Guide Plan, and I don't say that critically. We'll get to 

that, Commissioner. I want to say that listening to you is 

enlightening. Listening to you is encouraging, and I think your role 

as Commissioner of the Department of Environmental Protection has 

been handled well. You come before the Joint Appropriations Committee 

and I have made that comment to you, and the general readin~ I get is 

to that effect. I salute your efforts at coming to grips with what I 

consider to be one of the shortcomings of State government perhaps, 

this long-range planning. I agree with you, we do not do it very well, 

and that comment is not limited to today's Administration, or even 

yesterday's or the day.1 s before. 

You say we are hesitant to commit the future, and I know that 

is a problem I struggle with in my own mind. It reminds me of Senator 

Connors' observation about the tremendous, really over investment in 

some ways in one aspect of the infrastructure, that is sewers in his 

region and what it has done in the way of wrecking some d~gree of havoc 

on those communities that have got ten locked into this tremendous 

investment and now are not using it. So, I would suggest, and I think 

you would probably agree with me, that often even in an effort not to 

commit the future, our inaction really is a commission, it is a 

commiting of the future to hectic problems. I drove up Route One to a 

Chamber of Commerce breakfast at the new Hyatt Regency, a beautiful new 

hotel on Route One up at Princeton. It took me an extra fifteen 

minutes in traffic getting up there along Route One this morning, 

because of.no long-range planning. So, I appreciate what you have done 

in your Department in this direction. 

Now, let's talk about the St ate Development Guide P Ian a 

little bit. Do you have any position or view as to what, ff anything, 

should be done by the State in terms of updating the State Development 

Guide Plan? You must have anticipated that question. 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: I guess I did, and I did not avoid it 

on purpose. I think the State Development Guide Plan is a misnomer in 

some respects. The State Development· Guide Plan is a master plan. It 

is a construction of base maps, or it should be. I'm not sure the 
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first one was, althot19h I. think it was an effort in that direction. 

What t am, suggesting to you, is, that we are already developing, that 

kind of in.formatio.n, whe.re one overlay after another overlay beg,ins to 

te-11 you what the potentials are. I think that is what part of the 

State Pevelopment Guide Plan has to be. The second part of that Guide 

Plan may or . may not be. cho,ices on directing regional growth or 

non-g!rowth. What l 'm saying to youi is, the Guide Plan is first a 

series off base maps and, secondly,. a series _of long.-range decisions. 

The first part is going· to be provided; we are doing; that now. If that 

map i.s to be anything but a traffic m:!!p _ _: not disparag;ingly, but I 

rn,a,ve called the other one a traffic map from time to time -- then we 

have to _make some long-range determinations on where we want to se~ 
development and where we want to make a commitment. I think if you 

look at just a couple. of areas that we share a concern with,, s.Hch as 

urban area redevelopment, and. you look at the potential for urban area 

redevelopment, there is a great d.i fference between potential and 

reality~ I would give you as examples, Jersey City and Hoboken, which 

hav-e mac;ie. tremendous strides in ter!fls of redevelopment efforts in the 

last year and a half that I am aware of. With every prdJect that is 

annQunced, the thing that is not announced is that . the map, may loo.k 

like tha.t should be a growth region. With the old Devel©pm.ent G1,1ide 

Plan or the new one, I think we would logically say we. could redevelop, 

but. the infrastructure will not hold the development. The sewer plants 

do not ha,ve. the capacity;. the water st1pply is not in place. So, the 

Guide Plan which I think we can construct in terms of a master plan -

and, I just don't like Guide Plan as wo.rds -:-- but, I think we can 

construct a, master plan. The question is whether we are wiUing tcr 

· make it· anything more than a map. To, ma:ke that decision, I think we 

have· to, call on both the local communities and the counties, and then 

we have to call on ourselves and say what kind of commitments. we are 

ready to make. 

In terms, of housing, -- llet m.e directly relate it to housing~ 

I have seen a lot of successful efforts for low and mode.rate-im::ome 

housing:. I have: seen s,ome very . s.uccessfu.l achievements of 

moderate..;.income housing,, but when you add in low, I thin:k 

unders.tan.d you have to make a commitment to low~income housing. 
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the one time the Federal government broke ranks with itself. One of 

the few laws that has ever been passed nationally where one Legislature 

committed another was the Housing Act t which committed money on a 

long-term basis for low-income housing. I think we are going to have 

to address that issue with our Congressional representatives, because 

right now, that Act is not funded. 

So, what I am saying'to you is, I look·at the Development 

Guide Plan in two ways. If it is a finished product which r~sults from 

base maps developed with county input and local input, it will work as 

;1 Guide Plan if we make commitments beyond that. If il is a map that 

simply tries in some way to refurbish the old State Development Guide 

Plan, then I think it will be used pretty much the way the State 

Development Guide Plan was, which was not often or, depending on your 

perspective, not at all. I think as a planner, the only times I looked 

at the State Development Guide Plan was when something was going to 

court, so we could discuss it on one side or the other. 

So, we need more than a map. I think really that is what the 

court was saying •.. I think one of the reasons I stay away from saying 

just the State Development Guide Plan is that I think the court, in 

Mount Laurel I I, said something besides · just the State Development 

Guide Plan. It said, "The State Development: Guide Plan or something of 

its equivalent and environmental constraints," and I think it started 

to blend two things that were missing in the first Guide Plan. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Well, Commissioner Renna acknowledged that 

the Department of Community Affairs has essentially scrapped, at this 

point at least, the State Development Guide Plan, as far as updating 

it. He spoke in terms of awaiting some further guidance or direction, 

as I understood his testimony -- and we' 11 have it in time to review 

more carefully, but. I think that is what he said -- waiting for court 

direction as to where to go. I listened carefully, .Commissioner, and 

maybe I missed something, but is that essentially your position? 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: No, because I think the court has 

already decided where we should go. I think the court has said th.e.re 

has to be something like a revised State Development Guide Plan, and I 

think you can make two choices. One is, you can say the municipalities 

and counties will develop that, generated on bas~ data provided by my 
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Department and· others in the State, . ot you .cah say munictpalilies, 

counties and the State will. develop the plan based on the Rinds of bitse 

·data that we are putting together. l think the end result is that the 

Stabe has to play a role, and you are going to have to have a revised 

map., and I don't think that is so illogit::aL if we deal with land use 
·· issues with the f:rAqtJP"lCY that my Dep:attmen't does, then ft would make 
. . . 

some sems·e that we would contribute to the devele;lpment of ah ·eventual 

revtsed plan. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN·: Have you talked to Comrnissi6rfer Rehria 
. 1 . 

and tried to persuade him that 'this ·Guide Plan should be developed and 

updated? 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: No. i have ptobably rllbte than ehOI.Jgh 

to do, and I busy rnysel f · preparing the documents l think are required. 
As you kn.ow; I read Mount Laurel Ii as soctn a·s it came. out. 1 had been 

· meeting with the .. pl~nners before that, Eind I m.ade the decisioh dli the 

eight or nine things that we could begin to.· gear Lip to contribute to , 

the development of what I thought was going to be an eventual . plan, and 

!think it is an inescapable ~onclusion that we wlll be there. 
SENATOR STOCKMAN: As State government is presently 

$tructured, would you agree that the Department of CdmmunHy Affairs 

with its charge, is probably. the oost logical department withi~ Which 

to shape an ort(J('.Yi; ,g· Guide P Ian, without taking away from your 

responsibilities cooperatively? . 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY:· I apprech1te that. i sa~ that ali the 

time, because I. do not want to have that responsibility. i think it is 
. . 

real logical, and if that was not ldgical; l wauld pie'k the Depattmi:mt 
of Energy, or · something else. r think the distinguishii'i•g 
charactedstic hete is, there are so,cfal decis•iori'§ that have to' be 
made, which DIEP gets d't awn intq occasidrial 1 y; but whidh. at~ r'i'ot places 
that aire o·ur fa.rte. There- a,re e11virortmel1ta1 and land base· d'e'cisions - . . . 

I 

that have to be made; and wh~t r am, say±n,g to you· is, we are preparfog 

the latter,. becaus·e we think thtt fornter wil1 conH!L, 

$,f]\JAJOR ST,OCKMAN: HEive· there not beeh' t'Ot.Jn'd::.taoie' 
cUs·cuss:iorii,:i,, dt' give· and tei:ke disc·ussitins . w'ith the Aditi1±n'istNtt\'..fon, or 
w.H::h Commisstoner R·e.nna, and youtsel f ort wnethe·t or not far mort'fe to grips 

with the Guide Pfan: and update it? 



COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: No, we have not had any conversations 

on the implementation of the Guide Plan, although the Governor is very 

aware of the things being done within my Department to provide base 

data. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Would it be fair to say there is a split 

of authority or opinion among cabinet members as to where to go with 

this decision? 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: Well, there was never any car.fusion on 

my part, so I don't know if that is safe to say or not. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Okay. You are implying there is confusion 

on the part of others, and I'm sure you did not mean that. 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: No, no, you're implying that there is 

confusion. I know where I'm going. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: I am only asking if there is a consensus, 

but I gather, and it seemed to be Commissioner Renna's position too, 

that the two of you have not really engaged in joint discussions, let's 

say, in either a round table or with the Governor's top staff on this 

question? 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: No, except, as I said, the Governor and 

his top staff are aware of the things we have been doing to provide the 

base data we think is a part of that decision. 
SENATOR STOCKMAN: Do you think it is fair to say that the 

Mount Laurel I.I decision was a wise and sensible decision? In fact, 

you used the term, "It was a natural," I guess, "evolution of where 

we're going with this problem." 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: Yes. You know, I never try to 

determine whether the courts are wise or-- . 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: (interrupting) Once they have spoken. 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: Yes, I think you have to assume they 

are, or they wouldn't like it. But, I think it is a natural 

progression. I think when you begin to address Mount Laurel I and you 

realize that that really did not frame out the considerations, there 

has to be a Mount Laurel I I, and I think the hope of the court, and 

,probably our hope, should be that there is not a requirement for Mount 

Laurel III. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: But, you do not view Mount Laurel II has 

judicial overactivism, for instance? 
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COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: I think Mount Laurel II articulates the 

position of the court, brings in the variables that were not a part of 

the first decision, meaning land use variables, and says to everyone at 

every level, "Look, you have to start to think about this in a 

different way. 0 

SENATOR STOrl(MAN: Are you aware of the Regional Plan 

Association's proposal that there be a State Planning Commission set 

up? Have you had any participation in this? 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: That is relatively new. I have talked 

to Gene Schneider about that. I think that makes some sense, as long 

as --- and this is the provincial part of being a Department head -- as 

long as we don't set up another major organization. I think it · is 

important to have an umbrella group that begins to coordinate all the 

things that are being done in all departments, but I do not think it is 

important that they begin to develop a staff which could supplement the 

departments. I think what they should be doing is consolidating the 

work of the departments, updating that and being in an overall policy 

standpoint. I think to the extent that I have watched Gene operate in 

the past, that is very likely to be the way he will operate in the 

future. I think that is good; I think it is very Constructive; not 

just for the Administration, but for the Legislature. I know we go 

through -- you ana T have twice now --- Appropriation hearings where we 

talk about components not in the aggregate. I think· we do it every 

year at the Capital Planning Commission, where we bei;Jin to talk about 

things that .are going to be done or not done, and we really do not have 

that overview. I think that is one of the things that kind of a group 

could begin to provide. 

SENATOR s:rocKMAN: Do you see, Commissioner, the subject that 

is often talked about, that is, tax reform, particularly property tax 

reform, tied in with Mount Laurel Il~ or do you see out of Mount Laurel 

II and its implementations, or its implications, some direct 

relationship with our present property tax structu~e in New Jersey? 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: No, I do not think you can jump to that 

conclusion from Mount Laurel I I. I think the implementation of Mount 

Laurel It will really determine whether there is an impact that leads 

to tax reform, maybe totally independent of Mount Laurel IL I think 
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what I do see is an ob ligation to rethink our whole structure of 

infrastructure payment. We really have come to the conclusion, and I 

lhink properly so, that it is not going to be paid by the "Tooth 

· Fairy,'' and, if it isn't, then we better coine tel grips witt, hQw we are 

going to pay for it and how we are going to make that equitEl~ie ~ . There 

is a possibility now, given the state of i:;~wage construction .in New 

Jersey, that what we may be leading to is just where a community can 

pay for its improvements, where a developer is willing to step in, that 

that is where you are going to see compliance with the Clean Water Act, 

and I don't think that is constructive. I think what we ought to do is 

have some equitable way for all communities to benefit in some 

reasonable fashion. 

I think we are going to see the same thing with water supply, 

in terms of updating water supply systems. An urban community, for 

example, and I go back to Jersey City only because I know all the 

projects they have planned, really doesn't need anything for free, but 

they need somebody to stake theni to the future. That is an important 

part of redevelopment, who covers the span of ten years before those 

new rateables come on line and begin to pay for themselves. 

So, property tax will come with the development of 

rateables. That may not be the most equitable way to do it, but it 

will come, just .as fees for service~ will come. But, the question is, 

who spans that period of time which is the start-up time where we now 

don't do very we 11, and that is really what I meant about riot 

projecting costs very well. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Senator Connors? 

SENATOR CONNORS: I have no questions. I have to leave, 

Gerry. 

SE~A TOR STOCKMAN: Okay. . . Well, I think you have been very 

informative and helpful, Commissioner. I appreciate your willingness 

to come in. I thank you, and we hope that out of these hearings, not 

only this one, but some further ones we intend to have, will come some 

proposals. Thank you, again. 

COMMISSIONER HUGHEY: Thank. you, Senator. 

SENATOR STO.CKMAN: I think what we are going to do-- Since 

· .. we. cannot finish the hearing before 11,mch, I am really debating. We 
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have three -- let me just share with you what the agenda is. We have 

three more witnesses to come before the Committee, and Steve Frakt, my 

Committee Aide, suggested they are going to be relatively brief. We 

have Regina. Joseph -- is Ms. Joseph here? (affirmative response) We 

have John Trafford -- is John here? (affirmative response). And, we 

have Stewart Hutt -- ic Mr. Hutt here? (affirmative response) Well, I 

was thinking we might not finish. · Perhaps we ought to take a five 

minute break, then we will pick up, and maybe with luck we can finish 

by one o'clock. Let's do it that way. 

(RECESS) 

AFTER RECESS 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: We will try to finish by one o'clock. 

Ms. Joseph, do you want to come up? Ms. Joseph is a member of the 

Board of Directors of the New Jersey Public Policy Research Institute, 

and we're pleased that you are taking your time to share your opinions 

and views on Mount I ~urel II with the Committee. 

R E G I N A W A Y N E S J O S E · P H: Thank you very much for 

inviting me, sir. My name is Regina Waynes Joseph. I have been a 

resident of the State of New Jersey for twenty years. I was raised in 

Moorestown in Burlington County, and am curtently a resident of East 

Orange in the County of EsseJ. I am an Associate Director of the 

Business Employment Foundation, Inc. of Paterson, New Jersey, and a 

member of the Board of Directors of the New Jersey Public Policy 

Research Institute, which• latter organization I am here to represent. 

The New Jersey Public Policy Research Institute, established 

in 1978, is a volunteer, nonprofit, tax exempt organization. The 

Institute is concerned with identHying, analyzing and promulg.ating 

public policy issues significantly affecting the Black residents of New 

Jersey. Further, the organization seeks to present these issues fo.r 

appropriate public discussion, which will hopefully contribute to the 
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development of strategies that address these issues in ways beneficial 

to the State's Black population. 

The Institute is statewide .in focus and attempts to work 

cooperatively with public policy oriented individuals and organizations. 

throughout New Jersey. Activities of the Institute are managed by a 

thirty...:member Board of Directors. Since 1980, the I.nstitute has· 

published an Annual Report on the status of Blacks in New Jersey, each 

year ~overing iasues of significant concern, presenting problem areas 

and recommendations for change. As can be expected~ issues covered 

included emplo~ment, minority busineas development, .education, health 

care and criminal justice. Each report, as stated by Sam.Sheppard, one 

editor, "Is addressed to Black elected and appointed officials, the 

Governor, his staff and cabinet, Stat~ legislators and local leaders. 

First arid foremost, however, it is addressed to the Black citizens of 

New Jersey." 

In 1983; the Board of Directors c:if the Institute felt it 

important to focus on one issue of public policy. That issue is the 

New Jersey Supreme Court's unanimous decision in Southern Burlington 

County NAACP et al versus the Township of Mount Laurel, commonly known 

as Mount Laurel II. For the second time, the Supreme Court of this 

State has declared that no developing 

responsibility . to provide affordable 

community. can 

housing for 

evade 

low 

its 

and 

moderate-income residents. As is · stated in the Institute' s Fourth 

Ahn~al Report, the r~sponses to this decision are of rnajc:ir concern to 

New Jersey I s minority residents, many of whom fall within the low and 

moderate~incorne group. 

I come before you today to offer Black prospectives on this 

issue, as discussion continues on the decision's implementation. But,. 

first, a recounting of some background, as noted by Richard W. Roper, 

Vice. President of the Institute and Director of the Program for New 

Jersey Affairs of · Princeton University's Woodrow Wilson School, may 

prove useful. 

Access to decent, affordable . housing has long been regarded 

as central to the pursuit of happiness in American society. Irideed, 

housing· is preceded only by employment as an essential element in .the 
',. ·, . 

con·sideration of the quality of life in this country. Yet, for many of 
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t.he nation's po.or, and especially poor mJriorHies,. hpusing 

. opp.qrtw.nlties have been severely limHed and, . · in some instance.a, 

no.nexistent. In some cases, the kind qf hoq$ing c;1vailable to those of 

srn:aJl. mec;1ns hc;1s been a function of ma,rket forces, Good hoqsing hc!;s 

been beyond their financial reach. But, in many ins.tances, access to 

- decent ho1,1sing has be1m denied as a result of exclqsionary practices 

empJ9ye.d to keep some groups from becoming a part of &1 comm.unity. 

W:here minQrities 1;1re concl;lrned, the iss.ue qf access, all too 

oJte,n, has been ca.st in terms of soc:i.c;1J undesirability. Althqugh New 

Jersey has had a housing ant.i..,discriminat.ion fow c;1s part of its State 

stat1,1tes few so.me time,,, these lc;1ws ha\{B had l.Htle meaning outside of 

centrc;1l cities. Access to housing in New Jersey suburbs has been 

limi.tecl tq only a handful of the State's low, clnd moderc;1te..,inc:ome 

re.sidents, even fewer minorities regardless. of :i..ncqme, and almost no 

minonities of low income. As Robert Holmes, a member of the 6oard of 

the In,stitute and ~xecutive Director of the New,ark W·atershe.cl 

l;;>evt;ilopm1:int c;1nd. Conservation Corporation, in his article, ''Mount Lc;1urel 

U:. A B1ac:k Lawyer'$ Perspective,!' sta,tes, ''The Mount laurel II. opinion 

do.es not address race rel at inns per se in New Jersey."· He. notes that, 

"The underlying constitutional requiremen:ts of sqbstantive du.e process 

and equ,al protection clo HOt refer to fundamen.tal fairness. and equal 

treatm1(mt for raei 31 minorities. Ra tiler ,.II he continues, "the 

prQtection which is deemed: to be essential to the general welfare is 

affoF<Iled to an economic underclass descifibed as low and moderate..,,inc:ome 

persons .• 

uu is conc•eivable that the. Mount Laurel lI doctrine· could 

enjoy significant success wi tho.qt clirect ly affecting a single Black 

family. How is this poss.ible? It has been clear in the eight 

intervening years between the issuance of MoLJnt Lau.rel I and l I that 

SLJbuxban municipalities have. strongJ:y resi!;lted compHance.11 Mr. Holmes. 

is frank as he comments,. '' To anyone who is. at all c:1ware of social 

relat.ions in Am.eric:;a, it is, c;lear that the level of resistance tc:i 

acceptance of the social inte.gJation man.cl:1;1,ted by the Mount la,wrel co1,n;t 
wUl increase a.s the, issue moves, from poor, to Blac:k ,. to 6lack poor •. '' 

Mr. Holm.es contends tha,t, "CompetiUon for affordable hoqs.ing in the. 

swb1,11,bs wi.11 be steep from New Jersey's pom, Whi.te · residents. lnrst., 
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recent studies reveal that the quest for the American dream of a house 

in suburbia is alive and well. Second, in reaching for ways to cope 

with the new law, suburban municipalities will find accepting poor 

Whites an attractiv.e way to avoid even less desirable results in their 

effort to win the . fair share race." 

Finally, given the court's ruling that~ "In. no growth areas, 

limited growth, conservation and agriculture, no municipality will have 

to provide for more than the present need generated within the 

municipality." White families, who constitute a far greater share of 

the indigenous poor suburban population than do Black families, will be 

first in line for affordable· units created pursuant to this section of 

the new law. In our view, it will be incumbent upon the Black 

community and those who support its interest to move into the forefront 

of the dialo9ue surrounding the defense of Mount Laurel II, if poor and 

m~derate-income. Blacks are to be affirmatively impacted in this 

process. 

There are several issues of critical concern to Blacks as the 

.debate unfolds. First, the State Development Guide Plan~ Allow me to 

state initially that the State Development Guide Plan is not the issue 

. on which Mount Laurel II focuses. The issue is the construction of 

housing which is affordable for people. We would not like to see that 

focus shift. Having said that though, given the weight the court has 

attributed to the Guide Plan, it · is appropriate that it receive more 

deliberate attention:. We recognize that it is. in need of updating and 

refinement if it is to be the effective tool in land management 

decision making envisioned by the court. A system of State-coordinated 

regional or statewide local land use planning is a dire need. Creating 

one . would allow for sensible development decision making benefiting 

everyone in the State. However, in these discussions low ... income 

housing tends to get raised as an afterthought. 

Because the push in support of a planning process as the 

essential focus of Mount Laurel I I is supported by environmental, 

agricultural and planning profession communities, it has already 

preempted the weak efforts of low and moderate-income housing advocates 

in the Mount Laurel II debate. The issue that must be addressed is 

· whether . those who advance the planning process theme can . be enlisted to 
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further the housing theme as well. It is a challenge that we must 

accept, since many in the former group have traditionally allied 

themselves with organizations committed to issues of equal opportunity. 

Second, is the construction of low and moderate-income 

housing economically feasible? It is generally agreed that the 

construction of morlerP~e-income housing is economically feasible. The 

consensus regarding low-income housing construction is questionable. 

The construction of moderate-income housing is possible through the use 

of incentives that impose limited or no burden on local governments. 

One such incentive is to modify local density requirements, thereby 

allowing the construction of more units on a parcel of land than the 

zoning ordinance stipulates. This incentive is often sufficient to 

make a project attractive to a developer. Where low-income housing is 

at issue, this type of subsidy is simply inadequate. 

The prevailing view is that 

built without a deep public subsidy. 

low-income housing cannot be 

The court acknowledged this 

perception in its decision, and suggested that municipalities might be 

required to offar tax abatements as an incentive. Also suggested, was 

that municipalities seek State and Federal housing subsidies. We 

recognize that most Federal and State subsidy programs are being 

significantly reduced or eliminated. However, the Federal Community 

Development BloPk G~ont Program, which generally does not provide funds 

for new housing construction, will permit, with speci fie authorization 

from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development, 

neighborhood~based nonprofit organizations or local development 

corporations the use of CDBG funds to subsidize new housing 

construction. We recognize further, however, that in the absence of 

strong public demand for government support for low-income housing, 

little will be constructed. 

Third, some outside of the Black community feel that 

successful implementation of the directives in Mount Laurel II may harm 

Blacks in New Jersey. Two issues have been raised. The first issue is 

the probably creaming effect of successful implementation of Mount 

Laurel I I. This argument purports that enhanced housing opportunities 

for Blacks outside of central cities will result in socially and 

economically motivated Blacks abandoning the cities for the suburbs. 
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Left behind, wi 11 be those individuals least able to contribute to 

urban revitalization. There are those in America who would propose any 

argument to ensure the continuation of segregation in this country. To 

suggest that exercising the option to secure decent, affordable housing 

outside the city is ill-advised because the city would be the poorer 

for it is insulting. 

The solution to urban decline is certainly not to be found in 

keeping the poor in declining cities, but rather by making il possible 

for the poor to maximize opportunities to improve their life condition 

wherever possible. This argument leads easily into the second, that 

Mount Laurel II will result in Black dispersal, such that the political 

clout Blacks now have as a consequence of being concentrated in urban 

areas will be lost. Dr. Bruce Ransome, Assistant Professor of 

Political Science at Rutgers, in his article, "Black Population Trends 

and Their Political Significance," concludes that, "As far as New 

Jersey is concerned, this is a non-issue." 

deconcentration can, and probably will 

He maintains that, "Black 

have positive political 

effects. Dispersal will allow Blacks to participate on a broader basis 

in State and regional politics." This brings me to some final 

thoughts. 

There are those in the Black community who are seriously 

concerned that the New Jersey Legislature and the Kean Administration 

have taken no affirmative action to support and enforce the 

implementation of the Mount Laurel II decision. Does this mean that 

the Executive and Legislative Branches of New Jersey government support 

the continuance of a cycle of poverty for New Jersey's poor, 

particularly New Jersey's Black poor? The Institute has addressed this 

issue in previous Annual Reports. It is clear that business growth is 

in the suburbs of New Jersey. It is equally clear that although 

millions of dollars have been spent researching mass transportation 

issues, there is no public transportation available from the cities to 

the suburbs where the jobs are. Secondary wage earners in the suburbs 

occupy the many entry level positions that unemployed primary wage 

earners from the cities could fill, but for transportation and a place 

to live. 
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How long is it e~pected that Blacks and other minorities wHl 

remein in the inner ~ities of New Jersey .or, like Mrs. Ethel tawrence 
gf Mp,µnt latJrel, i.n sqbstanda:rd housing in th.e suburbs? We th:i.nk ·not 

mygh longer, Mrs. La\!/rence pledged herseH to fight for the right to· 

Hrv,e in decent, ,;3ffordable housing. The New Jersey ,Supr·.eme Court 

13.greed with ht;?_r. There .are 925,0()0 Black reeidents in the State of New 

~lersey, ~ll wish the opport1.;1nit;,y to live in decent, affordable housing 

~nd tp eh!;)ose where that may be. We of the Institt1te encourage the 

!-egi§lah,ire tCl move to the forefront in t;?nswr ing that their wi.sh become 

r.eaHty. Thank yo1.;1 very much. 

S~NA TOR STOCKMAN: Thank you very m\Jch, Ms. ·,Joseph, for some 

interesting observations on Mount Laurel. I will reread your testimony 

e!i!refuliy, becall$e · it is very $igni fie ant. I thank you for the part of 

th!i! population that l represent in my legislative district, but beyond 

tha,t ~ l:!S yo1,.,1 point oyt, a very major part of the population of the 

State. I don't think we often th.ink of Mount Laurel from that 

per~pective. I think it is good that you share,d that peculiar 

p~rspeetive that you 1:1nd your organiz21tion have with this Committee. I 

am farniHar with some argume,;ts about whether Mount laurel might not 

really be a negative happening in the q4est · for equality and fuU 
integratiqn Elnd participation in society in New Jersey, so I appreciate 

your ob~ervation". : hope they are talked. c1bout and picked up by the 

lJleqia l:!nd c!i~cussed further after today'!:! hearing. 

M$. JOSEPH; Thank you very mt1ch. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Mr. John Trafford, Executive Director· of 

the Ne.w J~rsey State lea;gue qf Municipalitie§. Welcome. 

J (). l:i N [~ T R A F f O R ll; Thank yqt.i,; Se.nator. I am J.ack Traffo,rd, 

Exeqqtiye Oirector of the New Jersey State League of Mvnieipalities. I 

app1;eciate the (';).pportunity to appear today. I have a brief prepared 

statement I would like to present. 

My comments tod:ay will no.t apply tci the State Development 

· ~uJde Pl1;1n itself, nor. to the question of updating it,, but rathe.r to 

the mt;1tter of cl,etermining_ lo.w; and rnoderate~ho.usir.'l9 n.eeds, pu,rsua.nt to 

the Mount Laurel II mandate. The New .. · J·ersey State; · l..e-ag,ue of 

Mun,icipalities shares the concerns which have been e.xpresse.d at these 

hearings and elsewhere concerning the lack o.f any exii~ting, c.urxtent 



housing data which can be used to assist municipalities and other 

litigants in determining their fair share of Mount Laurel housing. 

The State Development Guide Plan, while establishing growth 

regions, does not contain any data relating to existing housing stock, 

nor does it project any housing needs for the Mount Laurel II type 

occupant. No statewide housing stock ~ata exists, with the exception 

of an outdated study conducted by the Department of Community Affairs 

several years ago. There is pending legi$lation which would establish 

a mechanism for established balanced housing plans, Senate Bill 593 and 

Assembly Bill 1070. These bills, however, which were originally 

introduced in the late 1970's, if I recall, have never been passed by 

the Legislature. I would point out parenthetically that the League has 

supported both measures at various times. 

In view of the lack of any current housing statistics, the 

League became very concerned that litigants in Mount Laurel cases would 

have no guidelines and would have no alternative but the costly process 

of trying to define regional needs on an ad hoc individual basis. The 

result would be duplicative expert testimony in each case and a 

hodgepodge of random regional designations, with no overall State 

coordination or consistency of research methodology. 

In view of the void, the League, in concert with the New 
Jersey Builders' Association, has commissioned a four-month $50,000 

study by Dr. George Sternlieb of the Rutgers Center for Urban Policy 

Analysis. Dr. Sternlieb is a nationally recognized housing expert. 

The study is expected to be completed within a matter of weeks. The 

study will, number one, identify regions of the State based essentially 

on journey to workplace. My understanding is that there will be six 

such regions designated. Number two, the study will provide an 

inventory of existing housing stock available to the Mount Laurel II 

category of occupant. Number three, the study will provide a 

projection of both current, as well as future housing needs for the 

Mount Laurel occupant. 

While the research is not intended to provi9e quotas, it 

should provid~. an invaluable data base for any determination of 

regional housing needs. It is my understanding that the courts have 

been advised that the study is underway, although, obviously, the 
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courts are in no position to respond to the study prior to its 

completion or introduction befoie them in litigation. 

I would conclude by saying that the question might be raised, 

why did the League take it upo,n itself to assume this study, and why 

did we do it in concert with the builders? The answer to the first 

question is, as I have tried to point out in my remarks, because it 

appeared to us thet nr'1ody else was going to do it. Our individual 

municipalities, which the State League of Municipalities represents, 

would find themselves in litigation on an individual basis, trying to 

come up with some kind of expert data with regard to the designation of 

a region. · The reason we joined forces with the Builders' Association, 

is because between the League of Municipalities representing 

municipalities and the.builders, obviously, representing the builders, 

you have the vast majority of potential litigants being represented by 

these two organizations. It was felt that, although obviously the two 

groups have a bias, the biases would neutralize each other, because 

they would be appearing in court as adversaries in the litigation. 

I have discussed this informally with several lawyers, and 

they all seem intrigued by the fact that there will be this 

neutralizing factor. So, I can assure you that the study, even though 

it is · being bought and paid for by the League of Municipalities and by 

the builders, will not be a biased report. It is being prepared, as I 

indicated earlL.,1·, by an individual with impeccable credentials as a 

housing researcher. Again, the document should be ready-- We, in 

fact, Mr. Hutt, myself and other members of both organizat i.ons, are 

meeting later today with Dr. Sternlieb, to review the tentative 

report. So, it should be ready within a matter of weeks. Thank you. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Jack, I appreciate your coming in and 

giving this statement, and talking to us. I will be interested, and 

I'm sure the Committee will be interested in Dr. Sternlieb's study. I 

had heard that it was in process, and I expect it will come to our 

attention, as well as to the public's attention generally, I gather 

from what you say, in a matter of weeks. 

I take it the League has not taken any position on whether or 

not the Guide Plan should, in fact, be updated in accordance with the 

Supreme Court decision. Is that a fair statement? 
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MR. TRAFFORD: We haven't taken a position within the context 

of Mount Laurel II. I understand that earlier this morning some 

reference was made to the ad hoc Friends of Planning group. We are an 

active member of that group. We deplore what appears to be the 

downgrading -- the bureaucratic downgrading -- of the State planning 

function, and we are working very, very aggressively in an effort to 

convince the powers that be, that there should, in fact, be a very 

viAhle planning function, planning capacity on the State level in this 

State. Part of the State's planning capacity, i obviously, is the 

preparation of some kind of a coordinated comprehensive mast et plan. 

Now, I would not be candid if I did not indicate we had some problems 

with the existing Development Guide Plan, but that has to do with the 

specifies, and not with the concept of such a State plan. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Do you see a doable venture to update this 

Guide Plan? I mean, you know, it brings us to this question, and 

nobody specifically alluded to it, but it certainly ~eems to be a 

description of where the struggle lies in part, the so-called notion of 

home rule, and the fact that local municipalities become very neivous 

over conversations about planning, planning on a statewide level. Do 

you think the State Guide Plan is an instrument which could be salable 

as a basic document to use for the implementation of Mount Laurel II? 

MR. TRAFFORD: I have· a little bit of difficulty seeing the 

connection between the Guide Plan per se and a housing plan and meeting 

the mandates in Mount Laurel. I think even if we were to update the 

Guide Plan tomorrow, there isn't a housing element, as I understand it, 

in the Guide Plan. Again, all that would give us would be regions, 

growth regions and non-growth regions, and so forth, but it would not 

give us a housing element. I think we have to go a little beyond that, 

which hopefully we will accomplish through this study. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Incidentally, 5-593, was that Greenberg's 

bill you were talking about? 

MR. TRAFFORD: Senate Bill 593, which Senator Lipman now has, 

was Marty Greenberg's original bill. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: And, ,that ac~ually passed in the Senate, I 

think, didn't it? 

MR. TRAFFORD: I think it did. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: But, it failed in the Assembly. 
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MR. TRAFFORD: The other bill which Assemblyman Kern has, was 

originally Cary Edwards' bill. 

SENA TOR STOCKMAN: All right. Well, thank you very much for 

your statement. 

MR. TRAFFORD: Thank you. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: We will look forward to hearing from Dr. 

Sternlieb. 

Association. 

Mr. Stewart Hutt, General Counsel, New Jersey Builders' 

S T E W A R T H U T T: Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the 

opportunity to appear before you today on behalf of the New Jersey 

Builders' Association. You have heard a lot of testimony today, so I 

am going to make my brief. 

Jack told you what the League of Municipalities and the home 

builders have been able to do to date. We have not seen the final 

report. We went into it -- and I think this is important -- on a 

philosophy. We went into it, two organizations that are natural 

enemies in litigation -- we went into it with blank checks, to a 

recognized authority. We do not know what he is going to say or how he 

is going to say it, but we felt that would be better than having this 

vacuum, where every builder is going to have to litigate, and every 

town is going to have to litigate. 

We both beliPved in the credentials of the organization, not 

just Dr. Sternlieb, and whatever would be, would be. I am a firm 

believer that in this whole problem, the most important issue is that 

people know what it is, not so much the numbers. I don't think it is 

so important what the region is, or what the fair share is, or any of 

these things, as long as everybody knows what it is. If you know what 

something is, if you know what the law is, then you can adjust. Half 

the battles in these litigations are first to try to determine what it 

is. It is a waste of time, money and energy. The time, money and 

energy that is wasted on those issues could be bette~ put to producing 

the housing. 

To me, the case is 270 pages, and there is one important 

footnote. It is the last sentence of the footnote, and it says, "The 

court recognizes that if the builders cannot make a profit, there is 

not going to be any building. 11 That part is true. We have heard about 
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over lays, we have heard about base maps, we have heard about social 

problems, economic problems, · all kinds of problems, but nobody has 

talked about the fellow who has to put the spade in the ground to 

produce the house. That fellow is not going to do it if he is going to 

be harassed to death in litigation, if he is going to have to buck all 

kinds of municipal officials, if he is going to have to buck trends and 

come up with theories and ideas. He doesn't have the will, he doesn't 

have the manpower, he doesn't have the ability. 

Most of the builders in this State, as Commissioner Renna 

pointed out, build twenty or thirty houses a year. I daresay there are 

less than fifteen builders in the entire State who build more than a 

hundred units per year. Now, 'the Mount Laurel decision talks about all 

kinds of obligations other than the State Development Guide Plan. You 

have to come up with resale provisions. First, you have to select who 

is going to get into the house. After they are in, you have to select 

what kind of restrictions you are going to put in. You have to 

administer it. There are all kinds of bureaucratic things that have to 

be done. I am not saying that is wrong, but I'm saying that somebody 

has to do it. A fellow who is building thirty houses with his partner, 

his brother-in-law and his son, hasn't got the expertise, hasn't got 

the knowledge, hasn't got the desire, and he is not going to do it. 

So, I see the factor that the Department of Community Affairs 

should take over, at least those functions that convey uniformity. We 

shouldn't have to reinvent the wheel on every issue. The Department of 

Community Affairs, in my opinion, should be staffed. Whether you call 

it a State Development Guide Plan, or you call it some other plan 

it's a buzz word, the State Development Guide Plan. There has to be 

soine edict coming down saying, "This is where housing is going to be 

built in this State." Then that issue is solved, whether people like 

it or they don't like it. That can be changed later on~ 

That is essenti1;1lly what the Supreme Court did. They 

recognized with all these criticisms on the State Development Guide 

Plan that it is not appropriate for their purpose, but it was the only 

map around. So, something is better than nothing. The Supreme Court 

made it quite c ~ear thijt if this isn't revised, whether you call it the 

State Development Guide Plan, or you call it some housing allocation 
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quota, or whatever you want to call it, if there is not some 

methodology in place, then we are going to go back into this litigation 

of what is a developing municipality and what isn't a developing 

munitipality, 1 althou~h they softened that techniq~e, to the extent t~at 

I heard someone say today that the Supreme Court did not mandate the 

, revision. Well, that is an euphemism. They can't very 1rrnll mandate 

the Legislature to pass an act, but they did say, "If you don't do it, 

this is what we are going to do." So, you can play with those 

semantics all you want, but they have already laid out the course and 

said what we are going to do. So, there has to be that. 

Now, what we hope is that when this report comes out from 

Dr. Sternlieb-- It cost $50,000 from nonprofit organizations. Of 

course, I always claim that little towns always make profits. But, to 

me, this report will only be a beginning. There is a lot of technical 

expertise that has to be done. It seems to me that the best thing that 

could come out of these hearings is if the State Legislature could find 

an awareness that this raw data base has to be accumulated from 

somebody, and if appropriations were made to, for instance, the 

Department of Community Affairs, or whoev~r else you think should do 

it, to be an ongoing resource funnel. Why should a lawyer for a town 

and a lawyer for a developer get up and start arguing about what is 

median income in a particular district. That should be an known fact. 

The builders have to feel comfortable. Nobody is going to be 

a pioneer in this thing. They have to feel comfortable that there is 

going to be an opportunity to make it go. There are builders, I 

represent one as a matter of fact-- In a private capacity I have a 

Mount Laurel case going right now with a builder whose financial 

stability has a great track record, and he is emotionally committed 

to trying to produce Mount Laurel type housing. Whether it will work 

or not, nobody really knows. That is what we need the data on. I 

agree with most of the statements that the low-income part of the 

spectrum is going to be very, very difficult. The moderate-income part 

can be done, but only if the subsidizations that everybody is talking 

about are not done just by the new homebuyer. Let me give you an 

illustration of what I am talking about. 
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Take a hundred lot subdivision. Take the rule of thumb that 

the court talks about, 20% of low and moderate. Now, with all these 

things they are talking about, the density bonuses, the improvements, 

and so forth, it is designed that the other eighty people in that 

development will make up the loss. There is no question that the 

builder is going to be selling below cost to the other twenty. I 

submit that if you try to work out the numbers, in practically all, if 

not all instances, it is almost impossible to make up that spread from 

the eighty people who are living there to support the twenty who are 

there. But, if you broaden that spread, at least to the entire 

municipality-- Take the same illustration, and let's say there are 

3,000 homes in that community. Now, if the 3,000 homes in that 

community help to pick up that loss of the twenty homes, rather than 

just the other eighty new homebuyers, then it is feasible. How can 

they do it? It doesn't have to be done by tax abatement or anything 

like that. It can be done by such things as, for instance, if you have 

to build an off-track sewer line that cost a half a million dollars, if 

the municipality would build that infrastructure, that is paid for by 

all the citizens of that town, that half a million dollars from general 

taxation. That could do it. You have such things as hookup fees, 

engineering fees, al 1 kinds of fees, that if they were eliminated -

obviously the tab has to come from somewhere, things do not happen for 

nothing -- but, that tab is spread over everybody living in that 

community, rather than just the eighty homebuyers who are going to be 

the neighbors to the twenty. What happens is, and this is why the 

builders are very concerned, if you start underwriting those losses on 

the twenty, you drive the other eighty houses so sky-high that there is 

no market for them. So now you haven't got either. You don't have the 

low-income housing, you don't have the moderate-income housing, and you 

don't have anything but the real expensive housing. So, we don't want 

it to be counterproductive. 

Obviously, you could take my illustration and broaden it to 

beyond municipalities. I used a municipality as an idea because I 

think they are the most under. our present statutes and, in the 

methodology of thinking, that is the most workable thing at the 

moment. But, I see nothing wrong with having a whole region support 

that at later stages. 
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The main point I wanted to make though was - .... and I give the 

League a lot of credit far this, the leadership of the League, .• wh.ich I 

think is mote forward-thinking and enlightened than the members -- this 

problem is not going to go away. My experience is that e'verybody is 

put tif:lg . their heads in the sand saying, "They wish Mount Laurel was 

never decided; but it is going to go away." _ It is not going tp .. go 

away. If the Legislative and Executive Branches do not do something, 

ther,e is only going to be more litigation, more wasteful expenses, and 

no housing will be produced. ·Thank you. 

SENATOR STOCKMAN: Thank you very much, Mr. Hutt, for your 

remarks. I don't think I have any specific quest ions for you at this 

time. I · appreciate . your coming iri, and I look forward to Dr~ 

Sternlieb's study and results myself, as I am sure th.i,s Committee 

does. So, th,,:mk you for 1;3ppearing. That will end the hearing for 

today. 

There will be an announcement of the next hearing .date and 

location, but as a practical matter, it is not going to be until after 

November 8. 

(HEARING CONCLUDED) 
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